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ABSTRACT
From single-molecule microscopy in biology, to collaborative filtering in recommenda-
tion systems, to quantum state tomography in physics, many scientific discoveries involve
solving ill-posed inverse problems, where the number of parameters to be estimated far ex-
ceeds the number of available measurements. To make these daunting problems solvable,
low-dimensional geometric structures are often exploited, and regularizations that promote
underlying structures are used for various inference tasks. To date, one of the most effective
and plausible low-dimensional models for matrix data is the low-rank structure, which as-
sumes that columns of the data matrix are correlated and lie in a low-dimensional subspace.
This helps make certain matrix inverse problems well-posed. However, in some cases, stan-
dard low-rank structure is not powerful enough for modeling the underlying data generating
process, and additional modeling efforts are desired. This is the main focus of this research.
Motivated by applications from different disciplines in engineering and science, in this
dissertation, we consider the recovery of three instances of structured matrices from limited
measurement data, where additional structures naturally occur in the data matrices beyond
simple low-rankness. The structured matrices that we consider include i) low-rank and
spectrally sparse matrices in super-resolution imaging; ii) low-rank skew-symmetric matrices
in pairwise comparisons; iii) and low-rank positive semidefinite matrices in physical and data
sciences. Using optimization as a tool, we develop new regularizers and computationally
efficient algorithmic frameworks to account for structured low-rankness in solving these ill-
posed inverse problems. For some of the problems considered in this dissertation, theoretical
analysis is also carried out for the proposed optimization programs. We show that, under
mild conditions, the structured low-rank matrices can be recovered reliably from a minimal
number of random measurements.
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In this chapter, we start with a discussion of models in signal processing and machine
learning. Then, we introduce a particular concise model, the low-rank model, which plays
a foundational role in all of the topics developed throughout this dissertation. Finally, we
outline the contributions of this dissertation as well as the organization of remaining chapters.
1.1 Models in Signal Processing and Machine Learning
Models, broadly speaking, can be considered as descriptions of the structure of the un-
derlying objects. Powerful, accurate models will help practitioners better understand many
real-world phenomena across the physical and data sciences. As a result, more efficient and
reliable algorithmic frameworks can be designed by taking the corresponding models into con-
sideration. The last decade has witnessed the revolutionary development of low-dimensional
models and their roles in many signal processing and machine learning applications. By em-
ploying data-specific models, we can reveal redundancy as much as possible within data while
keeping useful information intact. For instance, compressive sensing [1], a new paradigm for
acquiring and compressing signals through random linear measurements, relies on the notion
of sparsity, a typical low-dimensional structure that exists among many real-world signals,
such as images, videos, etc. Sparsity not only provides a new metric for measuring infor-
mation content contained within a signal and informs us how many compressive samples to
take without loss of signal information, but also helps us distinguish signals from less struc-
tured ones, such as noise. Matrix completion is another example of using low-dimensional
models [2], which finds applications in collaborative filtering. It poses the assumption that
the incomplete data matrix under consideration is low-rank if the missing entries of the
matrix are filled with reasonable and accurate numerical values. Other applications where
low-dimensional geometric models play a crucial role include robust principal component
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analysis (PCA) [3] where both sparsity and low-rankness are utilized, and spectral analysis
with limited observations where a continuous analogy of sparsity is deployed, etc. For a
more detailed review of these low-dimensional models and their practical applications, refer
to the literature review sections in Chapter 2.
1.2 The Low-Rank Model
Rank is a core concept in linear algebra and is also one of the most important properties
of a matrix [4]. Mathematically speaking, low-rankness means that the dimension of the
vector space spanned by columns or rows of a matrix is relatively small compared to the
ambient dimension of the columns or rows. This subspace structure has found numerous
applications for regularizing and solving ill-posed inverse problems across signal processing
and machine learning. Low-rankness implies that when data are collected as a matrix, a
certain amount of redundancy is present, and the degree of the redundancy depends on the
exact rank. Assume that X ∈ RM×N is a rank-r matrix, i.e., rank(X) = r. Then, a simple
calculation via a singular value decomposition (SVD) shows that the number of degrees of
freedom in X is equal to r(M + N − r). When M,N are much larger than r, we have
r(M +N − r) ≈ r(M +N), which is much smaller than the ambient dimension of the matrix
X, M × N . This simple calculation also shows that for a rank-r matrix, the redundancy
is roughly proportional to min(M,N)−r
min(M,N)
. This indicates that it might be possible to recover a
low-rank matrix from partial or compressive measurements since correlation happens among
columns of the matrix. It also implies that for a generic rank-r matrixX ∈ RM×N , when the
number of observations is smaller than the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., r(M +N − r),
it is impossible to recover X from these observations.
Matrix sensing and matrix completion [2, 5] are two related problems that explicitly use
the prior knowledge that the underlying matrix is low-rank. In matrix sensing, given a set of
random linear measurements of a low-rank matrix, one would like to recover the matrix via
a computationally feasible procedure, such as convex programming, or an iterative greedy
algorithm, etc. Whereas in matrix completion observations are partial entries of a low-
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rank matrix, the task is to infer the missing entries from available ones. It is possible that
one could recover the low-rank matrix when the number of observations is on the order of
the number of degrees of freedom in the matrix. In this dissertation, we develop efficient
optimization schemes for solving such kinds of linear inverse problems.
1.3 Contributions and Organization
The main contributions of this dissertation include i) identifying important research prob-
lems across physical and data sciences, where low-dimensional geometric models (in particu-
lar, low-rank models) prevail and play an important role; ii) formulating appropriate inverse
problems as the recovery of structured low-rank matrices from incomplete linear measure-
ments with different sensing modalities; iii) utilizing convex optimization as a common tool
for solving the corresponding linear inverse problems for recovery and useful information
extraction.
A central theme that often arises throughout this dissertation is the sample complexity
bound of solving structured low-rank matrix recovery problems from a set of random linear
measurements using convex optimization. For some of the problems presented in this disser-
tation, under some mild conditions, we show that the sample complexity for exact recovery
using convex programming is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom in the low-
rank matrix under consideration. This implies that our proposed strategy is optimal, and
there is little room for further improvement in terms of sample complexity.
Chapter 2 gives a detailed overview of some of the most useful and relevant low-
dimensional geometric models. Then, a brief review of convex optimization and duality
theory is also given as technical background. Lastly, we show that convex optimization
can be combined with low-dimensional geometric models to yield an effective approach for
solving linear inverse problems in signal processing and machine learning.
From Chapter 3 to Chapter 6, we share three stories of recovering different structured
low-rank matrices from a set of random linear measurements via optimization methods. This
is also the main contribution of this dissertation.
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In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we present a structured matrix that is not only low-rank
but also spectrally sparse. This matrix arises naturally in physical sciences and structural
vibrations. Specifically, in Chapter 3, motivated by applications in optical microscopy
and astronomy, we develop a mathematical framework of super-resolution of point sources
from low-frequency measurements when the point spread functions associated with the un-
derlying physical phenomena are also unknown. We show that this non-stationary blind
super-resolution problem is solvable under some mild conditions on the point spread func-
tions and it can be solved by recovering a spectrally sparse and low-rank matrix from a
minimal number of linear measurements. This general framework also leads to new insights
of modal analysis in structural health monitoring, which is the main topic of Chapter 4. In
particular, in Chapter 4, we show that the problem of estimating mode shapes and natural
frequencies from measurement data can be recast as the decomposition of a spectrally sparse
and low-rank matrix studied in Chapter 3. Based on this observation, we propose a few
random compression schemes, both in time and spatial domains, for reducing measurements
while still being able to recover mode shapes and natural frequencies. This is achieved by
solving linear inverse problems via computationally feasible convex programs.
The second story of the structured low-rank matrices discussed in this dissertation orig-
inates from the problem of ranking and pairwise comparisons in data science. It is the
low-rank skew-symmetric matrices. In Chapter 5, we show that pairwise comparisons are
naturally related to skew-symmetric matrices. Our contribution is the development of a new
low-rank model that captures non-transitive behavior prevailed in pairwise comparisons.
Then, we use matrix completion as a tool for dealing with missing data scenarios in practice.
Along the way, we also develop new efficient alternating minimization schemes for pairwise
comparison matrix completion.
Then, in Chapter 6, motivated by applications in statistics and data science, quantum
state tomography in physics, we consider the recovery of a low-rank positive semidefinite
matrix from its quadratic measurements. With the aid of a symmetric factorization, we
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formulate the problem as an efficient second-order cone program given a valid anchor ma-
trix. Furthermore, we propose a practical approach to construct a valid anchor matrix and
provide insights into the exact recovery condition of the positive semidefinite matrix from
measurement data. Numerical simulations are conducted to support the effectiveness of our
proposed approach.




BACKGROUND - MODELS AND CONVEX OPTIMIZATION
In this chapter, we first give a short tour of a few common low-dimensional parsimonious
models and their variants. Then, we review some concepts in convex optimization and
duality theory, which will be frequently used in the following chapters. Lastly, we show how
convex optimization, as a general tool, can be used for recovering low-dimensional geometric
models from near optimal numbers of compressive measurements.
2.1 Notation
Throughout the dissertation, the following notation is adopted. We use boldface letters
X,Y and x,y to denote matrices and vectors, respectively. For a vector v, ‖v‖2 is used
to denote the ℓ2 norm of v. For a matrix X, ‖X‖, ‖X‖F and σmin(X) represent the
operator norm, the Frobenius norm, and the minimum non-zero singular value of the matrix
X, respectively. An M × N zero matrix is denoted as 0M×N . We also use 0M and IM
to denote an M × M zero matrix and an M × M identity matrix, respectively. We use
the matrix inequality notation X  Y to represent that Y −X is positive semidefinite.
Similarly, we use the vector inequality notation x  y to represent that y−x is element-wise
nonnegative. Conventional notations 〈·, ·〉, trace(·), (·)H , (·)T and (·)∗ are used to denote the
inner product, trace, Hermitian, transpose, and conjugation operations, respectively. For a
set Ω, we use |Ω| to denote its cardinality. E and P {·} denote expectation and probability
of the underlying event. We use a calligraphic letter B to denote a linear operator.
2.2 Parsimonious Modeling
In many applications across science and engineering, we are often faced with solving
ill-posed inverse problems, in which the number of measurements is much smaller than the
number of unknowns that are of interest. For example, in biological microscopy, due to
6
the diffraction limit, the resolution of the light microscopy is not adequate as the high-
frequency content of the molecules is missing. In order to achieve a higher resolution than
the diffraction limit, we have to solve an ill-posed inverse problem from the low-frequency
measurements. Additionally, in collaborative filtering, the task is to interpolate the unknown
values of the missing entries in a data matrix for recommendations [6]. Again, one has to
solve an inference problem merely based on available partial observations of the data matrix.
In general, it is impossible to solve these kinds of problems as the parameters to be inferred
far exceed the available measurement constraints. To deal with the underdetermined nature
of these inverse problems, one powerful strategy is to take advantage of the structures that
the underlying parameters might have. These structures could help us constrain the search
space where the plausible parameters lie, and thus make the daunting inverse problems
solvable.
2.2.1 Sparsity
Sparsity is a parsimonious model that many real-world signals, such as natural images
and videos, obey [7]. Given an N -dimensional signal x, we say that x is K-sparse if and
only if the number of nonzero entries in x is less than or equal to K. We can also write in a
compact mathematical form ‖x‖0 = K, where ‖·‖01 counts the number of entrywise nonzero
elements of the underlying argument. Let us take N = 5, K = 2, x =
[
2 0 5 0 0
]T
as






























































where x is a linear combination of a few canonical basis vectors in R5. Note that in many
scenarios, we assume that K ≪ N , which means that x can be written as a linear com-
bination of at most K canonical basis vectors in RN . Furthermore, the notion of sparsity
1Here we have used the conventional norm notation ‖·‖0, which is often referred as ℓ0-norm in the literature.
However, technically, ‖ · ‖0 is not a valid norm.
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can be easily related to the concept of a union of subspaces. When the locations of the






possible combinations of the locations of nonzero entries in x, in general x lies





. Thus, we can see that
in contrast to general signals lying in N -dimensional space, K-sparse signals lie in a highly
restricted union of subspaces embedded in RN . Therefore, when the high dimensional signal
for recovery in an ill-posed inverse problem obeys a sparse model, we will see that certain
regularization that helps promote sparsity can be used for efficient recovery from a minimal
number of linear measurements.
Many variants and extensions beyond simple sparsity have been developed in the liter-
ature over the last decade. For instance, model-based sparsity has been developed by in-
corporating structural dependencies between the values and locations of the nonzero sparse
coefficients [8]. In other cases when multiple similar signals are collected, certain types of
joint sparse models can be utilized [9]. Capturing both the inner- and inter-signal structures
will help improve the fidelity of signal processing tasks such as recovery and inference.
2.2.2 Low-rankness
Just as sparsity is a concise model for high dimensional vectors, low-rankness is a parsi-
monious model for matrices [5]. Denote X ∈ RM×N as an M ×N data matrix and assume
that rank(X) = r. Then, we see that the number of linearly independent columns or rows
in X is r. Another convenient way to check the rank of X is by examining a singular value
decomposition (SVD) of X. It is well-known that the rank of X is equal to the number
of nonzero singular values in the SVD of X. In fact, the SVD of X also gives a rank-one
decomposition of X. If X = UΣV T is a reduced singular value decomposition of X, then
we have
8
X = UΣV T
=
[






















which shows that X can be decomposed as a superposition of r rank-one matrices σiuiv
T
i .
Note that the left singular vectors ui, i = 1, · · · , r, are orthonormal with each other and the
right singular vectors vi, i = 1, · · · , r, are orthonormal with each other as well. In addition,
we can count the number of degrees of freedom in X from the SVD by adding the number
of degrees of freedom in U , Σ, and V . A simple calculation reveals the number of degrees of
freedom in the matrixX is r(M+N−r). This implies that the number of degrees of freedom
in a rank-r matrix X is much smaller than the actual matrix size when r is much smaller
than min(M,N). This further suggests that it is possible to recover the rank-r matrix X
only from a sketch of X.
An extension of a low-rank model for a matrix is simultaneously low-rank and sparse
[10]. Consider a matrix X of size M ×N . In the simultaneously low-rank and sparse model,
the smallest submatrix that contains all of the nonzero entries of X is of size s1 × s2 with
s1 ≪ M and s2 ≪ N . Furthermore, the s1 × s2 submatrix is low-rank and rank(X) = r.
Hence, the number of degrees of freedom in X is r(s1 + s2 − r), which is much smaller than
the low-rank model.
2.2.3 Generalization to simple models
From our discussions of sparsity in Section 2.2.1 to those of low-rankness in Section
2.2.2, a common theme is to decompose the underlying object into a linear combination of
a few elementary building blocks. For an arbitrary N -dimensional signal x, we can always
decompose it with building blocks S = {±e1,±e2, · · · ,±eN}, where each ei is a length-N
canonical vector with its i-th position 1 and every other location 0. We call the set S an
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atomic set and each element within S an atom. Then, a K-sparse signal can be decomposed
as a superposition of at most K atoms from the building blocks in S. Although this is
not the only way to decompose a K-sparse vector, it is indeed the simplest way to do it.
Similarly, for the matrix case, we can construct the atomic set R as
R =
{
uvT : ‖u‖2 = 1, ‖v‖2 = 1,u ∈ RM ,v ∈ RN
}
.
Note that the atomic set R is continuously parametrized, and there is an infinite number of
elements in R and each element is a rank-one matrix. Then an arbitrary matrix X can be
decomposed as a linear combination of elements from the set R. In particular, for a rank-r
matrix X, we find the simplest way to decompose it via a reduced SVD.
Recent foundational work [11] generalizes sparsity and low-rankness to much broader
simple models. It turns out that one can construct many other atomic sets beyond S for
sparsity and R for low-rankness. For instance, in applications such as parameter estimation
and radar imaging, one is often confronted with estimating the frequency content within a











plays an important role. Assume that f is normalized, i.e., 0 ≤ f < 1. As we change f from


















In this case, there is an infinite number of atoms in the atomic set F . We will see that this
atomic set plays an important role in blind super-resolution in Chapter 3.




uvT : ‖u‖2 = 1, ‖v‖2 = 1, ‖v‖0 = s,u ∈ RM ,v ∈ RN
}
,
which finds applications in sparse principle component analysis [13]. Note that the difference
between the atomic set R and Rs lies in the fact that the factor v is sparse in Rs.
2.3 Convex Optimization and Duality Theory
Convex optimization is a well-established subject in the optimization literature. We
review some of the fundamental concepts that will be repeatedly used in this research. Most
of the material presented here can be found in the textbook Convex Optimization by Stephen
Boyd and Lieven Vandenberghe [14].
2.3.1 Basic concepts
Definition 2.1. Convex Set
A set S is convex if and only if for any x1,x2 ∈ S and any 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we have
θx1 + (1− θ)x2 ∈ S.
Definition 2.2. Convex Hull
The convex hull of a set S is defined as the set given by
conv(S) = {θ1x1 + θ2x2 + · · ·+ θkxk | xi ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , k, θ1 + θ2 + · · ·+ θk = 1} .
Definition 2.3. Convex Cone
A convex set C is a cone if and only if for arbitrary x1,x2 ∈ C and any θ1 ≥ 0, θ2 ≥ 0, we
have
θ1x1 + θ2x2 ∈ C.
Definition 2.4. Polar Cone [11]
C⋆ =
{




Definition 2.5. Convex Function
A function f(x) : RN → R with x ∈ S, is convex if and only if
• the domain S itself is convex
• for any x1,x2 ∈ S and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, the following holds
f(θx1 + (1− θ)x2) ≤ θf(x1) + (1− θ)f(x2).
Note that every valid norm ‖ · ‖ is a convex function.
Definition 2.6. Constrained Optimization, Lagrangian Multipliers, and Duality
Constrained optimization (primal) problems typically have the form
minimize f(x)
subject to fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , p
gi(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . , q
(2.2)
and the Lagrangian L(λ,µ) : RN × Rp × Rq → R is defined as







where we have denoted λ(i), the ith element of λ, as the Lagrangian multiplier associated with
the inequality constraint fi(x). Similarly, µ(i), the ith component of µ, is the Lagrangian
multiplier associated with the equality constraint gi(x). Then the Lagrangian dual function















Denote p⋆ the optimal value of the primal problem (2.2). When λ  0, an important rela-
tionship between the dual function and p⋆ is
d(λ,µ) ≤ p⋆,
which indicates that the dual function provides a lower bound on the optimum of the primal




subject to λ  0. (2.3)
Note that the primal problem is not necessarily convex as either f(x) or fi(x), i =
1, . . . , p, gi(x), i = 1, . . . , q, can possibly be nonconvex. When f(x), fi(x), i = 1, . . . , p are
convex functions and gi(x) are affine functions, i.e., gi(x) = a
T
i x − bi, the primal problem
(2.2) becomes convex. In addition, if Slater’s condition2 is satisfied, we have
d⋆ := d(λ⋆,µ⋆) = p⋆.
This implies that one could possibly find the optimal value of the primal problem (2.2) by
solving the dual problem (2.3) when program (2.2) is convex.
2.3.2 SDP and SOCP
We review two classes of convex optimization problems that are of particular interest and
find numerous applications in engineering. They are the semidefinite program (SDP) and
second-order cone program (SOCP). Both SDP and SOCP can be solved in polynomial time
with available solvers using an interior point method.
Denote SN as the set of all possible N × N symmetric matrices. The standard form of
an SDP is given as follows:
minimize trace(CX)
subject to trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, . . . , q,
X  0
(2.4)
where both the variable X and the constant matrices C,Ai, i = 1, . . . , q, belong to the set
SN .
A particular subset of SDP is called SOCPs. They have the form
minimize aTx
subject to ‖Aix+ di‖2 ≤ cTi x+ bi, i = 1, . . . , p,
Fx = g
(2.5)
2Slater’s condition is satisfied if there exists some x that belongs to the relative interior of S such that
fi(x) < 0, i = 1, . . . , p and a
T
i
x = bi, i = 1, . . . , q.
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where x ∈ RN is the variable andAi ∈ RNi×N and F ∈ Rq×N . The constraints ‖Aix+di‖2 ≤
cTi x+ bi, i = 1, . . . , p, are called second-order cone constraints.
2.4 Solving Inverse Problems via Optimization
In this section, we introduce the atomic norm and explain how an atomic norm can be
used for regularization and for recovering simple models from compressive measurements in
various ill-posed inverse problem settings.
2.4.1 Recovery via an atomic norm minimization
Given an atomic set A with its elements being extreme points of conv(A) , we define the
atomic norm as
‖x‖A = inf {t > 0 : x ∈ t conv(A)} (2.6)
Then, the dual norm of ‖x‖A is
‖x‖⋆A = sup {〈x,a〉 , a ∈ A} .




ciai, ai ∈ A. (2.7)
Then, we can try to find x⋆ from linear measurements y = Φx⋆ by solving the following
program
minimize ‖x‖A
subject to y = Φx
(2.8)
Note that the dual problem of (2.8) is given by
maximize yTz
subject to ‖Φ∗y‖∗A ≤ 1,
where Φ∗ denotes the adjoint operator of the linear measurement operator Φ.
We illustrate two examples of using (2.7) as a way to construct a signal x⋆ from an atomic
set A and using the atomic norm minimization (2.8) to recover the signal from compressive
measurements.
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Example 1: Compressive Sensing
From Section 2.2.3, we see that for an arbitrary signal x ∈ RN , the atomic set3 is given by
A = {±e1,±e2, · · · ,±eN} . (2.9)
Now, assume that x⋆ is K-sparse, i.e., x⋆ =
∑K
i=1 ciai,ai ∈ A with A defined in (2.9). Then
(2.8) becomes a sparse recovery problem in compressive sensing:
minimize ‖x‖1




i=1 |x(i)| is the ℓ1 norm of x and Φ ∈ Rm×N is a random matrix with
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian entries with mean zero and variance
1
m
. Note that program (2.10) can be easily recast as a linear program.
Theorem 2.1. [15] Assume that x⋆ ∈ RN is a K-sparse signal and let β > 1. If Φ is
populated using i.i.d. Gaussian entries with mean zero and variance 1
m
and m ≥ 2βK logN+











Theorem 2.1 indicates that when the linear measurement operator Φ is Gaussian and
m is proportional to the sparsity level K, up to a logarithmic factor, one can recover the
K-sparse vector exactly with high probability. There is little room for further improvement
as the information-theoretical lower bound for the number of measurements is K.
Example 2: Matrix Sensing and Matrix Completion
Recall that, in Section 2.2.3, we defined the atomic set for matrices as
A =
{
uvT : ‖u‖2 = 1, ‖v‖2 = 1,u ∈ RM ,v ∈ RN
}
.








i from a set of
random Gaussian linear measurements via the following program
minimize ‖X‖∗
subject to y = Φ(X)
(2.11)




i=1 σi is the nuclear norm of the matrix X and Φ is a linear operator.
For matrix sensing, each element of y is a (random) linear combination of all of the entries in
X. However, in the matrix completion problem, the linear operator Φ is highly structured.
Each entry of the measurements Φ(X) is the inner product between Φi andX, i.e., 〈Φi,X〉,
where Φi is a zero matrix except for one nonzero entry which is 1. The locations of the
nonzero entries of the Φis correspond to the row and column indexes of the observed entries
inX. Therefore, the measurements y are actually a partially observed version ofX⋆ with the
unobserved entries filled with zeros. For notational convenience, for the matrix completion
problem, we rewrite program (2.11) as
minimize ‖X‖∗
subject to PΩ(X⋆) = PΩ(X)
(2.12)
where we have replaced the linear operator Φ(·) with a more amenable notation PΩ(·) and
Ω denotes the index set of observed entries.
Theorem 2.2. [15] Let X⋆ ∈ RM×N be a rank-r matrix and Φ(·) be the linear measure-
ment operator with entries of the corresponding Gaussian matrix being i.i.d. mean zero and
variance 1
m
. Then, solving the convex program (2.11) recovers X⋆ exactly with probability at
least 1 − 2e(1−β)max(M,N)/8 as long as the number of measurements m ≥ βr(3M + 3N − 5r)
for some β > 1.
In order to give a precise theoretical guarantee for the convex program (2.12), we also
need the following definition of coherence of X⋆, which quantifies the spikiness of X⋆.
Definition 2.7. Coherence [2, 16]






















where PU⋆ := U
⋆U ⋆T is a projection matrix and P V ⋆ is defined similarly.
Theorem 2.3. [17] Assume that each entry of a rank-r matrix X⋆ is observed independently






solving the convex program (2.12) recovers X⋆ exactly with probability at least 1 − c1(M +
N)−c2.
Theorem 2.2 shows that it is possible to recover a rank-r matrix X⋆ from a set of
Gaussian linear measurements whose cardinality is proportional to the number of degrees of
freedom inX⋆, up to a constant factor. Theorem 2.3 implies that, for the matrix completion
problem, one can recover an incoherent4 rank-r matrix X⋆ from a random selection of the
entries whose expected cardinality is proportional to the degree of freedom in X⋆, up to a
polylogarithmic factor.
2.4.2 Sample complexity
We have shown in Section 2.4.1 that it is possible to recover a sparse signal or a low-rank
matrix from a set of Gaussian linear measurements that is proportional to the degree of
freedom therein. However, for a generic atomic set and an object obeying a simple model,
one may wonder how many (possibly random) linear measurements are needed for exact
recovery by solving program (2.8)?
It has been shown that it is possible to develop a generic theoretical guarantee for program
(2.8) when the linear measurement operator is Gaussian with mean zero and variance 1
m
.
Definition 2.8. Tangent Cone [11]
Given an atomic set A, the tangent cone at a point x with respect to the scaled unit ball
‖x‖Aconv(A) is defined as
TA(x) = cone {z − x : ‖z‖A ≤ ‖x‖A} .
Theorem 2.4. [11] Assume that Φ : RN → Rm is a random linear map with i.i.d. Gaussian
entries with mean zero and variance 1
m
. Let Ω = TA(X⋆)∩SN−1 be the tangent cone TA(X⋆)
constrained to the sphere in RN . Furthermore, let λn − w(Ω) be defined as follows:








≥ λn − w(Ω),
where Ψ is a random map with entries zero mean and unit variance Gaussian. Then, solving
convex program (2.8) recovers X⋆ exactly with probability 1− e− 12 (λn−w(Ω))2, as long as
m ≥ w(Ω)2 + 1, (2.13)





is defined as the Gaussian width of the set Ω5.
We give two examples where Gaussian widths can be explicitly upper bounded.
• Compressive sensing: w(TA(x⋆) ∩ SN−1)2 ≤ 2K log(NK ) + 54K;
• Matrix sensing: w(TA(X⋆) ∩ SM×N−1)2 ≤ 3r(M +N − r).
This implies that the measurement bound (2.13) in Theorem 2.4 is tight for compressive
sensing and matrix sensing with a random Gaussian measurement scheme.
Although Theorem 2.4 gives a unified result on the number of random Gaussian linear
measurements for exact recovery, it is not trivial to compute the Gaussian width w(Ω) given
a generic atomic set A and the corresponding X⋆. Furthermore, in many applications,
the random linear map Φ is not Gaussian and can be structured due to different sensing
modalities. Therefore, new theorems and methodologies are needed to quantify the number
of linear measurements when the atomic set A and the sensing operator Φ are uniquely
specified by particular applications.
5In this case, g ∈ RN is a random vector with entries obeying i.i.d. normal distributions.
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CHAPTER 3
SUPER-RESOLUTION OF COMPLEX EXPONENTIALS FROM MODULATIONS
WITH UNKNOWN WAVEFORMS
In this chapter6, we introduce the non-stationary blind super-resolution problem that
arises in physical and biological sciences. We show that this ill-posed inverse problem can
be formulated as the recovery of a structured low-rank matrix from compressive measure-
ments. Atomic norm minimization is then used to enforce the structured low-rankness, and
is reformulated as a semidefinite program that is solvable in polynomial time. A theoret-
ical analysis is carried out and we derive a near optimal sample complexity bound that is
proportional to the number of degrees of freedom in the problem, up to a polylogarithmic
factor. Numerical simulations support our theoretical findings, showing that non-stationary
blind super-resolution using atomic norm minimization is possible.
3.1 Introduction
Super-resolution refers to techniques for enhancing the resolution of imaging systems. It
finds applications in a variety of practical problems, including single-molecule microscopy,
computational photography, astronomy, radar imaging. For example, in single-molecule
imaging [20, 21], one is interested in studying the individual behavior of molecules from
measurements of an ensemble of molecules. The measurements, however, only contain the
average characteristics of the molecules with fine details smeared out by the point spread
function of the imaging process. Super-resolution aims to recover these fine details by lo-
calizing individual molecules, and consequently, enhance the performance of the imaging
system.
6This work is in collaboration with Prof. Mike Wakin and Prof. Gongguo Tang [18, 19].
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3.1.1 Motivation
In this section, we consider super-resolution of unknown complex exponentials from their
modulations with unknown waveforms. This extends super-resolution to the blind and non-






where {y(n) ∈ C} are samples of a continuous-time output, {cj} ⊂ C and {τj} ⊂ [0, 1) are
unknown coefficients and parameters associated with the complex exponentials, and {gj(n)}
are samples of unknown waveforms, whose forms vary with the index j. Our goal is to
recover {τj} and {cj}, as well as the samples of the unknown waveforms {gj(n)}. To make




belong to a common and known low-dimensional subspace.
Model (5.1) encompasses a wide spectrum of applications. Here we list three stylized
examples that can be modeled using our general mathematical framework.
Super-resolution with unknown point spread functions: In applications such as
single-molecule microscopy, one is interested in super-resolving and localizing unknown point
sources from their convolutions with point spread functions. Quite often, the point spread
function, however, cannot be perfectly known. The point spread function may also depend
on the locations of the point sources. This is the case in 3D single-molecule microscopy
[23], where the point spread function depends on the depth (z-axis) of the target, demand-
ing a super-resolution technique that handles unknown and space-varying system functions.
Another example is the non-stationary blind deconvolution of seismic data [22]. Here the
goal is to retrieve the time domain reflectivity of the earth from its convolution with (non-
stationarily) attenuated seismic waves from samples of the seismic trace. Yet other non-
stationary blind super-resolution applications include computational photography [24] and
astronomy [25]. Finally, one further application involving simultaneous super-resolution and
7Our choice of the term “non-stationary” is inspired by its use in non-stationary deconvolution [22].
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calibration of unknown waveforms is the blind multi-path channel identification problem in
multi-user communication systems [26]. At the receiver, one must estimate the multi-path
delays of unknown waveforms set by different users. For all of these applications, the goal is





with {gj(t)} being the unknown point spread functions. By taking the Fourier transform on






which takes the form of (5.1) when sampled. The goal is to simultaneously recover {cj}, {τj}
and samples of the point spread functions {ĝj(f)}.
Parameter estimation in radar imaging: In radar imaging [27], one is concerned with
estimating the distances and velocities of the targets relative to the radar. These quanti-







where both the transmitted waveform x(t) and the received waveform y(t) are known. We
note that νj and µj can be arbitrary and do not necessarily lie on a grid. It is easy to see
that sampling (3.4) also produces (5.1).
Frequency estimation with damping: In applications such as nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy [28], the signal is a superposition of complex exponentials with unknown







By sampling the continuous variable t in (3.5), we again obtain an instance of (5.1). Here
the modulating waveforms gj(n) are samples of the damping terms e
−ςjt.
In some cases, to help regularize the inverse problems above, it may be appropriate to




belong to a known low-dimensional
subspace. In super-resolution imaging, for example, point spread functions can often be
modeled as Gaussians; see [20, 23] and references therein. When the widths of the point
spread functions are unknown, however, a dictionary can be constructed consisting of Gaus-
sian functions with different variances. Applying principal component analysis (PCA) on
the constructed dictionary reveals an approximate low-dimensional subspace structure that
captures the unknown point spread functions. We demonstrate this in numerical experi-
ments in Section 3.4. Further, in multi-user communication systems it may be reasonable to
assume that the unknown waveforms transmitted by different users belong to a subspace; in
addition, the multiple received copies of a single user’s waveform will all be identical (save for
a delay, which becomes part of the modulation term in (5.1)). On the other hand, in radar
imaging, the subspace spanned by sampled, shifted copies of the transmitted waveform may
not always have a low dimension. Related works such as [27] may give sharper guarantees
in this case.
3.1.2 Related work
In the past few years, super-resolution via convex programming has become a popular
approach since convex methods usually come with strong theoretical guarantees and robust-
ness to noise and outliers. In [29], a general mathematical framework for super-resolution
using total variation (TV) norm minimization is proposed. The goal there is to super-resolve
the unknown locations in [0, 1) of point sources from low-frequency samples of the spectrum.
This TV norm minimization problem can be recast as a computationally efficient semidefi-
nite program (SDP) [30]. It is shown that one can super-resolve J point sources from O(J)
samples under a minimum separation condition. We note that this approach, however, re-
quires perfect information of the point spread function. Based on [29], [31, 32] study the
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robustness of TV norm minimization for super-resolution by considering the noisy data case;
[33] extends the super-resolution problem to the case when the point sources are positive;
[34] examines the recovery property of sparse spikes using TV norm minimization through
studying the non-degeneracy of the dual certificate. Recent work [35] studies the super-
resolution problem without separation. In [36], the author considers super-resolution for
demixing and super-resolution of multiple signals with a common support. In [12], driven by
applications in line spectral estimation, an atomic norm minimization scheme is proposed for
super-resolution of arbitrary unknown frequencies from random time samples of a superposi-
tion of complex exponentials. It has been shown that the sample complexity is proportional
to the number of frequencies (up to a polylogarithmic factor) for exact frequency estimation.
It is also worth mentioning subsequent work based on [12, 29]. In [37, 38], the authors study
the problem of frequency estimation when multiple measurement vectors (MMV) are avail-
able. [39] proposes an enhanced matrix completion algorithm for frequency estimation from
limited time samples by converting spectral sparsity in the model into a low-rank structure
of the block Hankel matrix.
Another line of related work addresses the blind deconvolution problem. In [40], the
bilinear blind deconvolution problem is reformulated as a rank-one matrix sensing problem.
A nuclear norm minimization program is then utilized for rank-one matrix recovery. It is
shown that by employing subspace models for both signals, one can recover two length-
L vectors from their circular convolution when L = O(Q + K), where Q and K are the
dimensions of the two subspaces. Following this general idea of lifting for blind deconvolution
using convex programming, [41] considers the problem of blind deconvolution when multiple
unknown inputs belong to a known and diverse subspace; [42] extends the work in [40]
from rank-one case to a general rank-r matrix sensing problem, achieving simultaneous
blind deconvolution and demixing. In [43], the authors propose an alternating minimization
scheme for blind deconvolution under a sparsity model for the underlying signals. In [44],
the authors propose a nuclear norm minimization algorithm for blind deconvolution using
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random masks. More recently, [45] generalizes the problem studied in [44] by considering
the effect of subsampling in the measurement process. Other related works along this line
include [46, 47], which study conditions for the uniqueness of blind deconvolution.
This work is most closely related to the recent works [48, 49]. In [49], a biconvex problem
for simultaneous sparse recovery and unknown gain calibration is studied. In their work, a
subspace model is employed for the unknown gains to make the problem well-posed. It is
worth mentioning that they use ℓ1 minimization as a convex program, which is different from
ours. Then, a sample complexity bound that is suboptimal is derived for sparse recovery
and self-calibration. Inspired by [49], [48] considers a super-resolution problem that has
a similar setup to [29], except that the point spread function is assumed unknown. By
employing a subspace model for the point spread function, an atomic norm minimization
program is formulated for simultaneous super-resolution of point sources and recovery of the
unknown point spread function. The atomic norm minimization problem therein is recast as
an SDP. The sample complexity bound derived there, however, is suboptimal. As we explain
in Section 3.1.3, this work further generalizes the model in [48] to the non-stationary case,
where the point spread functions can vary with the point sources.
In [27], super-resolution radar is formulated as a convex optimization program. In par-
ticular, the signal is modeled as a superposition of delayed and Doppler shifted versions of
the template waveform, which is the same as model (3.4). It should be pointed out that
our model (5.1) can be utilized for this problem as well. Therefore, the proposed blind
super-resolution method can conceivably be used for super-resolution radar.
Lastly, we would like to mention that the signal model in our work has both low-rank and
spectrally sparse structures, and thus is simultaneously structured. Consistent with [10], we
can achieve the information-theoretic limit on the measurement bound (up to a polyloga-
rithmic factor) not by a combination of convex objectives but rather through a single convex
objective—in this case via atomic norm minimization.
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3.1.3 Main contributions
Our contributions are twofold. First, we propose a general model for non-stationary
blind super-resolution, which arises in a variety of disciplines. Our non-stationary blind
super-resolution problem is naturally non-convex. By utilizing a subspace model for the
unknown waveforms and a lifting trick [40, 50], we relax the non-stationary blind super-
resolution problem using atomic norm minimization, which can be further formulated as an
SDP. Second, we derive a sample complexity bound that is near information-theoretically
optimal under assumptions on the minimum separation of the τj’s and on the randomness
and incoherence properties of the subspace. Specifically, assuming that the subspace has
dimension K, we show that when the number of measurements is proportional to the number
of degrees of freedom in the problem, i.e., O(JK) (up to a polylogarithmic factor), the
non-stationary blind super-resolution problem is solvable by an SDP. Furthermore, we can
faithfully recover {τj}, {cj}, and the samples of the unknown waveforms {gj(n)}.
It is also worth mentioning the recent work [48], which can be viewed as a special case
of our general non-stationary blind super-resolution framework by assuming all of the un-
known waveforms are the same. Our model is more realistic and powerful due to its gener-
ality. As illustrated by the examples in the introduction, our framework also covers a wider
range of non-convex inverse problems beyond the super-resolution problem with unknown
point spread functions, including blind multi-path channel identification in communication
systems, parameter estimation in radar imaging and frequency estimation with damping.
Additionally, on the theoretical side, we improve the sample complexity bound in [48] from
O(J2K2) to O(JK), up to a polylogarithmic factor. We elaborate on comparisons with [48]
in Section 3.3.2.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In this section, we show that the non-stationary blind super-resolution problem can
be solved efficiently by a convex program. In Section 3.2.1, we show that this nonconvex
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problem can be recast as an atomic norm minimization program via a lifting trick. In
Section 3.2.2, we demonstrate that the atomic norm minimization program can be solved
via a computationally feasible SDP.






−i2πnτjgj(n), n = −2M, . . . , 2M, (3.6)
where y(n) ∈ C are observations, (cj, τj) are unknown parameters of complex exponentials
cje
−i2πnτj , and gj(n) are samples of unknown waveforms. Without loss of generality, we
assume that τj ∈ [0, 1), j = 1, . . . , J . Our goal is to recover τj, cj, and gj(n) from the
samples y(n). It is apparent that one can only recover cj and gj(n) up to a scaling factor
due to the multiplicative form in (3.6).
Unfortunately, this problem is severely ill-posed without any additional constraints on
gj since the number of samples in (3.6) is N := 4M + 1, while the number of unknowns in
(3.6) is O(JN), which is larger than N . To alleviate this, we solve our problem under the
assumption that all gj live in a common low-dimensional subspace spanned by the columns
of a known N ×K matrix B with K ≤ N , which we denote as
B =
[
b−2M b−2M+1 · · · b2M−1 b2M
]H
with bn ∈ CK×1. In other words, gj = Bhj for some unknown hj ∈ CK×1. Henceforth, we
assume that ‖hj‖2 = 1 without loss of generality. Under the subspace assumption, recovery
of gj is guaranteed if hj can be recovered. Therefore, the number of degrees of freedom in
(3.6) becomes O(JK), which can possibly be smaller than the number of samples N when
J,K ≪ N .










































where we have defined 〈X,Y 〉 = trace(Y HX) and used en, −2M ≤ n ≤ 2M , to denote
the (n + 2M + 1)th column of the N ×N identity matrix IN . We see that (3.8) leads to a
parametrized rank-J matrix sensing problem, which we write as
y = B(Xo),







−2M, · · · , 2M with Xo =
∑J
j=1 cjhja(τj)
H . Here we choose the number of measurements
N = 4M + 1, which is purely for ease of theoretical analysis. We note that our result is
not restricted to the symmetric case presented here and does not necessarily require that
N should be an odd number. We refer the interested reader to Appendix A of [12] for a
discussion of how to modify the argument for the general case.
In many scenarios, the number of complex exponentials J is small. Therefore, we use the
atomic norm to promote sparsity. As in [48], define the atomic norm [11] associated with
the following set of atoms
A =
{




















subject to y(n) = 〈X, bneHn 〉, n = −2M, · · · , 2M.
(3.9)
Standard Lagrangian analysis shows that the dual of (3.9) is given by
maximize
λ
〈λ,y〉R subject to ‖B∗(λ)‖∗A ≤ 1 (3.10)





n , and ‖ · ‖∗A is the dual norm of the atomic norm.
The following proposition characterizes the optimality condition of program (3.9) with
the vector polynomial q(τ) serving as a dual certificate to certify the optimality of Xo in
the primal problem (3.9).
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the atomic set A is composed of atoms of the form ha(τ)H
with ‖h‖2 = 1, τ ∈ [0, 1). Define the set D = {τj, 1 ≤ j ≤ J}. Let X̂ be the optimal solution
to (3.9). Then X̂ = Xo is the unique optimal solution if the following two conditions are
satisfied:








q(τj) = sign(cj)hj, ∀ τj ∈ D (interpolation condition) (3.12)
‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, ∀ τ /∈ D (boundedness condition). (3.13)
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is a linearly independent set.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be found in Appendix A.
3.2.2 SDP characterization
Since the convex hull of the set of atomsA can be characterized by a semidefinite program,
‖X‖A admits an equivalent SDP representation.

















where u is a complex vector whose first entry is real, Toep(u) denotes the N ×N Hermitian
Toeplitz matrix whose first column is u, and T is a Hermitian K ×K matrix.
Hence, (3.9) can be solved efficiently using off-the-shelf SDP solvers such as CVX [51].
With many SDP solvers, one can also obtain a dual optimal solution λ to (3.10) for free
by solving the primal program (3.9), and as we discuss below, this can be used to localize
the supports of the point sources. We note that the dual optimal solution is not unique in
general. As discussed in [12], the recovered support set from the dual solution must contain
the true support set when the optimal primal solution is Xo. Though it is possible that the
recovered support set contains spurious parameters, solving the SDP with the interior point
method will avoid this pathological situation and recover the true support exactly. See [12]
for more technical discussions on this.
Now, given the dual optimal solution λ, consider the trigonometric polynomial:








where q(τ) is defined in terms of λ in (3.11), and un are some scalars that can be computed
from q(τ) explicitly. To localize the supports of the point sources, one can simply compute
the roots of the polynomial p(z) on the unit circle. This method allows for the recovery of
point sources to very high precision as shown in [29].
Another way to recover the support is by discretizing τ ∈ [0, 1) on a fine grid up to a
desired accuracy. Then, one can check the ℓ2 norm of the dual polynomial q(τ) and identify
the {τj} by selecting the values of τ such that ‖q(τ)‖2 = ‖
∑2M
n=−2M λ(n)e
i2πnτbn‖ ≈ 1. We
use this heuristic in our numerical simulations.
Given an estimate of {τj}, say {τ̂j}, one can plug these values back into (3.8) to form






























A unique solution for {cjhj}Jj=1 can be obtained by a simple least squares since the columns
of the above matrix are linearly independent. However, we note that one cannot resolve the
inherent scaling ambiguity between each cj and the corresponding hj.
3.3 Main Results
This section presents the main result of this work. In particular, we show that nonsta-
tionary blind super-resolution is possible with the number of measurements proportional to
the degree of freedom in the problem, up to a polylogarithmic factor.
3.3.1 Sample complexity bound for exact recovery
Given samples of the form y(n) = 〈Xo, bneHn 〉, n = −2M, . . . , 2M , we wish to quantify
precisely how large the number of measurements N = 4M + 1 should be so that the atomic
norm minimization (3.9) exactly recovers Xo.
Before presenting the main result of this section, we discuss the assumptions that are used
in the main theorem. The assumptions can be grouped into three categories: (a) randomness
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and incoherence of the subspace spanned by the columns of B, (b) minimum separation of
the τj, and (c) uniform distribution of hj on the complex unit sphere CS
K−1.
We assume that the columns of the matrix BH , namely, bn,−2M ≤ n ≤ 2M , are
independently sampled from a population F with the following properties [52]:
• Isotropy property: We assume that the distribution F obeys the isotropy property
in that
EbbH = IK , b ∼ F . (3.14)
• Incoherence property: We assume that F satisfies the incoherence property with
coherence µ in that
max
1≤p≤K
|b(p)|2 ≤ µ, b ∈ F (3.15)
holds almost surely, where b(p) is the pth element of b. For ease of theoretical analysis,
hereafter we also assume that µK ≥ 1, which can always be ensured by choosing µ
sufficiently large. In particular, when the incoherence property (3.15) holds almost
surely, the isotropy property (3.14) ensures that µ ≥ 1 and thus that µK ≥ 1.
Furthermore, we require the following conditions on the parameters of the complex ex-
ponentials and the rotations of gj in the subspace B, namely, hj.
• Minimum separation: We assume that
∆τ = min
k 6=j
|τk − τj| ≥
1
M
where the distance |τk − τj| is understood as the wrap-around distance on [0, 1).
• Random rotation: We assume that the coefficient vectors hj are drawn i.i.d. from
the uniform distribution on the complex unit sphere CSK−1.
Theorem 3.5. Assume that the minimum separation condition ∆τ ≥ 1M is satisfied and
that M ≥ 64. Also, assume that gj = Bhj with the columns of BH , namely, bn, being
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i.i.d. samples from a distribution F that satisfies the isotropy and incoherence properties
with coherence parameter µ. Additionally, assume that hj are drawn i.i.d. from the uniform
distribution on the complex unit sphere CSK−1. Then, there exists a numerical constant C
such that











is sufficient to guarantee that we can recover Xo via program (3.9) with probability at least
1− δ.
3.3.2 Discussion
Inspired by [48], we use the same assumptions on the random subspace model (the
isotropy and incoherence properties) in order to prove our Theorem 3.5. The randomness
assumption on the subspace does not appear to be critical in practice, as evidenced by our
numerical experiments in Section 3.4; being able to replace this with a deterministic con-
dition would increase the relevance of our theory to the applications discussed in Section
3.1.1.
Also, as noted in Section 3.1.3, our work generalizes the model in [48] to the non-
stationary case. It may also be possible to extend the result developed in [48] to the non-
stationary case; however, the sample complexity would still be O(J2K2), up to a polyloga-
rithmic factor. In contrast, we reduce the sample complexity to O(JK), which is information
theoretically optimal, up to a polylogarithmic factor. In order to do this, in the proof of
Lemma 3.6 in Appendix 3.5, we apply a matrix Bernstein’s inequality instead of Talagrand’s
concentration inequality which was used by [48]. Our theorem also relies on an additional
assumption that was not present in [48], namely that the coefficient vectors hj are drawn
randomly. We do not believe that this randomness assumption is important in practice and
suspect that it is merely an artifact of our proof.
Our bound on M suggests that when µ is a constant (e.g., when the rows of B are drawn
from a sub-Gaussian distribution, µ can be bounded by a constant times logK with high
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probability [52]), M = O(JK) is sufficient for exact recovery and this matches the number
of degrees of freedom in the problem, up to a polylogarithmic factor. Thus, our sample
complexity bound is tight and there is little room for further improvement. When the
dimension of the subspace is bounded by a constant, M = O(J) (up to a polylogarithmic
factor) is sufficient for exact recovery. This bound matches the one in the deterministic
super-resolution framework [29], where N = O(J) suffices to exactly localize the unknown
spikes under the same minimum separation condition used here. We also see that our bound
improves the one derived in [48] even when gj = Bh, i.e., when gj has no dependence on
j. We note that the number of degrees of freedom in that problem is O(J +K). It would
be interesting to see if further improvement upon our bound is possible in the stationary
scenario.
Finally, when the measurements are contaminated by noise, one can extend the observa-
tion model as
y = B(Xo) + z,
where ‖z‖2 ≤ δnoise and δnoise is a parameter controlling the noise level. To recover an
estimate of Xo, we propose to solve the following inequality constrained program:
minimize
X
‖X‖A subject to ‖y − B(X)‖2 ≤ δnoise. (3.17)
We leave robust performance analysis of (3.17) for future research.
3.4 Numerical Simulations
In this section, we provide synthetic numerical simulations to support our theoretical
findings. In all of the simulations, we solve the atomic norm minimization problem (3.9)
using CVX. We start with a simple example to illustrate how to localize unknown spikes
using the dual polynomial q(τ) and recover samples of the unknown waveforms gj(n). For
the sake of illustration, we set N = 64, J = 3 and K = 4 and randomly generate the
locations of J spikes on [0, 1) from a uniform distribution. We regenerate the set of locations
if a particular minimum separation condition is violated; in particular, we ensure that the
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(b)
Figure 3.1: (a) The ℓ2-norm of the dual polynomial ‖q(τ)‖2 and the locations of the true
spikes when the entries of B are built from the standard real Gaussian distribution. (b) The
magnitude of samples of the waveforms g1, g2, g3 and their estimates ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝ3 from least
squares (best viewed in color).
minimum separation ∆τ between spikes is not less than
1
N
, which is slightly smaller than 1
M
required by our theorem. Each cj is generated randomly with a dynamic range of 20dB and
uniform phase. We build B with entries generated randomly from the standard Gaussian
distribution. Each hj is also generated using i.i.d. real Gaussian random variables and is
then normalized. Figure 3.1(a) shows the ℓ2-norm of the dual polynomial, namely, ‖q(τ)‖2
on a discretized set of points on [0,1] with discretization step size 10−4. Once the τj’s are
identified, we solve a least squares problem using a pseudo-inverse to estimate the hj’s.
Because we cannot exactly recover the hj’s, hence the gj’s, due to phase rotations, we
plot the magnitude of the gj’s and the estimated ĝj’s in Figure 3.1(b). We also compute
|〈hj, ĥj〉|, j = 1, 2, 3, which equal 0.99999984, 0.99999973 and 0.99999996, respectively. For
j = 1, 2, 3, the agreements on the magnitude of gj and ĝj and on the absolute inner product
between hj and ĥj confirm that we can faithfully recover gj.
Next, we characterize the phase transition of atomic norm minimization (3.9). We run
50 trials for each pair of the underlying changing variables. For each trial, we declare
success if the relative reconstruction Frobenius norm error of Xo is less than 10
−4. In the
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Figure 3.2: (a) The probability of success of non-stationary blind super-resolution using
atomic norm minimization when N = 64 is fixed. (b) The phase transition of non-stationary
blind super-resolution using atomic norm minimization when the dimension of subspace is
fixed, K = 4. (c) The phase transition of non-stationary blind super-resolution using atomic
norm minimization when the number of spikes is fixed, J = 4.
first experiment, we fix N = 64 and vary the values of J and K. Other specifications
are the same as the warm-up experiment above. Figure 3.2(a) shows the phase transition
in this situation. From Figure 3.2(a), we can roughly see that the success transition curve
behaves like a hyperbola, which matches the bound appearing in Theorem 3.5. In the second
experiment, we fix the dimension of the subspace K = 4 and study the phase transition
between N and J . Figure 3.2(b) indicates a linear relationship between N and J when K is
fixed. Finally, we test the phase transition between N and K when the number of spikes J
is fixed. We set J = 4 and vary N and K in the experiment. Figure 3.2(c) shows the phase
transition in this situation and also implies a linear relationship between N and K.
Finally, we test the atomic norm minimization (3.9) for localization of spikes in a more
practical scenario where the matrix B is generated by extracting the principal components
of a structured matrix, and thus has less randomness. To set up the experiment, we set
J = 3 and generate the locations of {τj} uniformly at random between 0 and 1 under the
minimum separation ∆τ =
4
N
, which is roughly the same as what Theorem 3.5 requires. We






unknown variance σ2 ∈ [0.1, 1]. We take N = 100 samples around the origin with sampling






































Figure 3.3: (a) Plot of orthonormal columns of B. (b) The ℓ2-norm of the dual polynomial
‖q(τ)‖2 and the locations of the true spikes when B is built from the left singular vectors
of the low-rank approximation of the dictionary Dg (best viewed in color).
Dg =
[
gσ2=0.1 gσ2=0.11 gσ2=0.12 · · · gσ2=1
]
,
where columns of Dg are from the samples of Gaussians with a discretized set of variances
σ2 ∈ [0.1, 1]. Then, we apply PCA on Dg and obtain the best rank-5 approximation, which
we denote as Dg,5. Finally, we construct B by taking its columns to be the left singular
vectors ofDg,5. Figure 3.3(a) depicts the waveforms of the columns of B. We note thatDg,5
gives a very good approximation to Dg due to the sharp decay of the singular values of Dg.
In particular, ‖Dg −Dg,5‖F / ‖Dg‖F = 1.9860× 10−8. We generate each gj(n) by choosing
its variance uniformly at random between 0.1 and 1, and then we build the measurements
{y(n)}. In particular, we note that {gj} do not necessarily belong to the columns of Dg.
Finally, we solve (3.9) using CVX. Figure 3.3(b) shows the ℓ2-norm of the dual polynomial,
namely, ‖q(τ)‖2, on a discretized set of points on [0,1] with discretization step size 10−4.
We can see that one can still localize {τj} even when there is model mismatch between the
subspace spanned by the columns of B and gj(n).
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3.5 Proof of the Main Theorem
In this part, we prove Theorem 3.5, the main result of Section 3.3. We divide the proof
into three subsections. In Subsection 3.5.1, we construct the pre-certificate dual polynomial
q(τ). In Subsections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, we show that our constructed dual polynomial q(τ)
satisfies conditions (3.12) and (3.13), respectively.
3.5.1 Construction of the dual polynomial
According to Proposition 3.1, our goal is to explicitly construct a dual polynomial q(τ)
such that conditions (3.12) and (3.13) hold. To proceed, we require that for all τj ∈ D
q(τj) = sign(cj)hj, (3.18)
−q′(τj) = 0K×1. (3.19)
Note that (3.18) is exactly the same as (3.12), while (3.18) and (3.19) together form a
necessary condition for (3.13) to hold. We construct the dual polynomial in (3.11) by finding
a proper λ from solving the following weighted least energy minimization program with
diagonal weighting matrix W = diag
([
w−2M · · · w2M
])
to be determined later, wn >




subject to q(τj) = sign(cj)hj, j = 1, · · · , J,
− q′(τj) = 0K×1, j = 1, · · · , J.
(3.20)












−2Ma(τJ) · · · b2MeH2Ma(τJ)



























For notational simplicity, we denote equation (3.21) as
Aλ = p.




















































αH1 · · · αHJ βH1 · · · βHJ
]H
,αj,βj ∈ CK×1























































KM(τ − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1

























































where KM(τ) is known as the squared Fejér kernel. Consequently, KM(τ),K
′
M(τ) ∈ CK×K




















































KℓM(τ − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1
Kℓ+1M (τ − τj)βj,
(3.22)
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KM(τs − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1
K ′M(τs − τj)βj





K ′M(τs − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1
K ′′M(τs − τj)βj
)
= 0K×1, τs ∈ D.
We note that q(τ) is the vector dual polynomial constructed in [38] for the full data multiple
measurement vectors problem. Thus, the vector dual polynomial q(τ) constructed in our
work is a random version of q(τ), with the randomness introduced by bn.
3.5.2 Showing the interpolation condition
To show (3.12), our effort becomes to explicitly find αj and βj such that (3.12) holds.
To accomplish this, for all τs ∈ D, we plug the form of q(τ) back into (3.18) and (3.19).




KM(τs − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1






K ′M(τs − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1
K ′′M(τs − τj)βj
)
= 0K×1.































H . . . (sign(cJ)hJ)
H
]H
, [Dℓ]sj = K
ℓ

























 ∈ C2JK×2JK .
Thus, as long as D is invertible, one can obtain αj and βj. To show the invertibility of D,
we first show that ED is invertible under the minimum separation condition in Lemma 3.2.
Then, in Lemma 3.4, we verify that D is invertible with high probability after arguing that







































































with [D′ℓ]sj = K
ℓ
M(τs − τj).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that ∆τ ≥ 1M . Then, ED is invertible and










L′ ∈ C2J×J and R′ ∈ C2J×J . To have a concentration of measure result for D as given in
the following lemma, we note that















which is a sum of independent matrices of zero mean. It is derived in Lemma 2 of [48].






∆τ ≥ 1M , then ‖D − ED‖ ≤ ε1 with probability at least 1− δ1.
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3, D is invertible with probability at least
1− δ1.
Proof.
‖I2JK −D‖ ≤ ‖I2JK − ED‖ + ‖ED −D‖
≤ 0.3623 + ε1
<1,
where the first inequality uses the triangle inequality, and the second inequality follows from
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
For ε1 > 0, we define the event E1,ε1 = {‖D − ED‖ ≤ ε1}. The following lemma will
also be useful later in our analysis.















Therefore, the construction of the dual polynomial ensures that condition (3.12) is sat-
isfied automatically. It should also be pointed out that Lemma 3.4 essentially guarantees
that the set formed in the second condition of Proposition 3.1 is linearly independent. In
the following subsection, we focus on showing (3.13): ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1 for all τ /∈ D. The proof
is partitioned into the following three major steps:
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• Showing that the random dual polynomial q(τ) concentrates around q(τ) on a discrete
set ΩGrid.
• Then, showing that the random dual polynomial q(τ) concentrates around q(τ) every-
where in [0, 1).
• Eventually, showing that ‖q(τ)‖ < 1, τ /∈ D.
This proof strategy was first developed in [12] for compressed sensing off the grid, and
was later adopted by [37, 38] for line spectrum estimation with multiple measurement vectors
and by [48] for blind sparse spikes deconvolution.
3.5.3 Showing the boundedness condition
We first show that qℓ(τ) concentrates around qℓ(τ) on a finite discrete set ΩGrid, whose


































e−i2πnτE(n)⊗ bnbHn ∈ C2JK×K .




















































































We decompose V ℓ(τ)
HLh into three parts as follows:
V ℓ(τ)
HLh = (V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ) + EV ℓ(τ))H (L−L′ ⊗ IK +L′ ⊗ IK)h
= [EV ℓ(τ)]
H (L′ ⊗ IK)h+ (V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ))HLh+ [EV ℓ(τ)]H (L−L′ ⊗ IK)h
= [EV ℓ(τ)]
H (L′ ⊗ IK)h+ Iℓ1(τ) + Iℓ2(τ),
where we have defined
Iℓ1(τ) = (V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ))HLh,
Iℓ2(τ) = [EV ℓ(τ)]
H (L−L′ ⊗ IK)h.
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For the first term [EV ℓ(τ)]
H (L′ ⊗ IK)h above, we notice that
[EV ℓ(τ)]
H (L′ ⊗ IK)h = (vℓ(τ)⊗ IK)H(L′ ⊗ IK)h
= (vℓ(τ)⊗ IK)H
[




























. Matching (3.23) to (3.22), we have
[EV ℓ(τ)]





















qℓ(τ) + Iℓ1(τ) + I
ℓ
2(τ). (3.24)








are small on the set of grid points ΩGrid, respectively. Then, we combine these










ℓ(τ) on ΩGrid. Finally, we extend





on the set of points ΩGrid




, we will apply the matrix Bernstein inequality by exploiting
the randomness of hj. For this purpose, we first need to control
∥∥(V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ))HL
∥∥,
which further requires estimating ‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖. The latter is established in Lemma
3.6, whose proof uses the matrix Bernstein inequality and can be found in Appendix C.
Lemma 3.6. Fix τ ∈ [0, 1), and let 0 < ε2 < 1. Then, for ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3, ‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖ ≤









We define the event E2,ε2 = {‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖ ≤ ε2, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3}. The following two
lemmas control
∥∥∥(V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ))H L
∥∥∥ and ‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖F , respectively.
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Lemma 3.7. Assume that ε1 ∈ (0, 14 ]. Consider the finite set of grid points ΩGrid = {τd},





∥∥∥(V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd))H L
∥∥∥ ≥ 4ε2, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}












Lemma 3.7 is a consequence of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. Its proof is given in Appendix D.
Lemma 3.8. Conditioned on the event E2,ε2, we have
‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖F ≤
√
K ‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖ ≤
√
Kε2.





controlled on the set of points ΩGrid with high probability.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that hj ∈ CK , j = 1, . . . , J , are i.i.d. symmetric random samples from



























≤ ε4, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}
≥ 1− 12δ.
The detailed proof can be found in Appendix E, which is based on an application of the





on the set of points ΩGrid









of all, we use the following lemma to bound




. Its proof is given
in Appendix F.
Lemma 3.10. Conditioned on the event E1,ε1 with ε1 ∈ (0, 14 ], we have
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for some constant C.





on the set of points ΩGrid with high probability.
Lemma 3.11. Assume that each hj ∈ CK is an i.i.d. symmetric random sample from the





















≤ ε5, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}
≥ 1− 8δ.
The proof of Lemma 3.11 is provided in Appendix G.































, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}
.
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11 along with the decomposition (3.24) immediately result in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that ΩGrid ⊂ [0, 1) is a finite set of points. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be the




















P(E) ≥ 1− δ.
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• Show that ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1 everywhere, τ ∈ [0, 1) \ D











[0, 1). The proof, which involves Bernstein’s polynomial inequality, is given in Appendix H.
Lemma 3.12. Assume that ∆τ ≥ 1M . Then for all τ ∈ [0, 1) and ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3, the following
































for some numerical con-
stant C.




[τj − τb,1, τj + τb,1],
Ωfar = [0, 1) \ Ωnear
with τb,1 = 8.245×10−2 1M . An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.12 is the following result,
which verifies that ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, ∀ τ ∈ Ωfar.
Lemma 3.13. Assume that ∆τ ≥ 1M and that











for some positive numerical constant C. Then
‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, ∀ τ ∈ Ωfar
with probability at least 1− δ.
Proof. Taking ε = 10−5 in Lemma 3.12, we obtain that
‖q(τ)‖2 ≤ ‖q(τ)− q(τ)‖2 + ‖q(τ)‖2
≤ 10−5 + ‖q(τ)‖2 .




























as the jth entry of the row vector v(τ)HL′. The fourth line follows from the fact that
|uHsign(cj)hj| ≤ 1 and from the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [29] for τ ∈ Ωfar. Thus, we have
shown
‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, ∀ τ ∈ Ωfar.
The next lemma shows that ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1 when τ ∈ Ωnear.
Lemma 3.14. Assume that τ ∈ Ωnear. Then as long as












‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, ∀ τ ∈ Ωnear
with probability at least 1− δ.




|τ=τj = 2〈q′(τj), q(τj)〉R = 0. The Taylor’s












for some ξ ∈ [τj − τb,1, τj + τb,1]. This implies that in order to show ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1, τ ∈ Ωnear,














































where the inequality above follows from Lemma 3.12. We also need the following estimate
on ‖q′(τ)‖2:
‖q′(τ)‖2 ≤ 1.5765M
























for M ≥ 2.

















(q′′(τ)− q′′(τ)) + 1|K ′′M(0)|
q′′(τ)
)H











































where in the last inequality we have used Lemma 3.12, the fact that ‖q(τ)‖2 ≤ 1.0361 for

























≤ 2ε2 + 5.9881ε+ 1|K ′′M(0)|
(−0.3756M2)
<2ε2 + 5.9881ε− 0.0285
<0,





−0.3756M2 from Appendix I; see also [38] for a similar argument. The fifth line follows
because |K ′′M(0)| < 4π
2M2
3
and the last line follows by choosing ε small enough, say ε = 10−5.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.14.
Combining Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14 immediately shows that ‖q(τ)‖2 < 1 everywhere,
τ ∈ [0, 1) \ D.
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CHAPTER 4
MODAL ANALYSIS FROM COMPRESSED MEASUREMENTS
The use of wireless sensor networks for structural health monitoring (SHM) has gained
considerable popularity over the past years. In SHM, among many other tasks, performing
modal analysis is a critical component in assessing the quality of infrastructure. In this
chapter8, we consider the problem of modal analysis using collected vibration data from
wireless sensor networks. In particular, we propose the use of computationally feasible atomic
norm minimizations for extraction of mode shapes and natural frequencies from spatial
and temporal compressed measurements, respectively. Theoretical analysis and numerical
simulations are carried out, showing that modal analysis can be accomplished from a minimal
number of spatial and temporal compressed measurements.
4.1 Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) refers to the process of evaluating and detecting
damage in engineering structures, such as buildings or bridges. It has become an essential
part of maintaining the quality and safety of modern infrastructure [56–58]. Traditionally,
this inspection process is accomplished by domain experts, who examine some key aspects of
the structures with manual procedures. However, these manual processes are time consum-
ing, expensive, and labor intensive. Recently, there is a surge of interest in using wireless
sensor networks for collecting vibration data from structures, and subsequently performing
data analysis for various inspections [59]. There are several reasons for doing so. First of
all, developing a wireless sensor network system for SHM is becoming more and more af-
fordable in recent years and it has already been in usage for many real-world applications.
Furthermore, wireless sensor networks provide data collection and transmission for analysis
in real-time, thus enabling damage inspection in real-time as well. Thirdly, once the data
8This work is in collaboration with Prof. Mike Wakin, Prof. Gongguo Tang, and Miss Shuang Li [53–55].
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are transmitted by the wireless sensors to the data center, sophisticated algorithms can be
developed and tested for modal analysis and damage detection.
However, utilizing wireless sensor networks for SHM has its own limitations and chal-
lenges. For example, the battery lifecycle of the sensors can be short and the batteries need
to be changed periodically. Furthermore, sensor failures and replacements are other impor-
tant factors that need to be taken into consideration in wireless sensor networks. Therefore,
new sensing schemes that are energy efficient and modal analysis techniques that are robust
to sensor failures and faulty data are desirable for SHM. In this chapter, we propose novel
schemes for vibration data collection using compressive sensing techniques. Then, with the
collected compressed measurements, atomic norm minimization programs are used for es-
timation of the natural frequencies and modal shapes. We show that our approach is in
fact a better way to perform modal analysis than related ones available in the literature.
Under some mild conditions, theoretical analysis is also carried out, showing that one can










where the vectors ψ⋆j ∈ RN , j = 1, . . . , J , are the mode shapes, f ⋆j ∈ [0, 1), j = 1, . . . , J , are
natural frequencies9, and A⋆j ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , J , are the amplitudes. We have used the bold





are vectors. As we will show in Section 4.1.1, model (4.1) is ultimately
related to a multiple-degree-of-freedom system in SHM.
In order to perform data analysis, we collect measurements from model (4.1) by sampling
the time index t. Consider the uniform sampling regime and without loss of generality,
assume that indices t1 = 1, t2 = 2, . . . , tM = M are the sampling time indices
10. Then,
9Without loss of generality, we have assumed that the natural frequencies are normalized.
10We can always normalize the consecutive time intervals such that the uniform sampling interval is 1.
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we stack all of the data vectors from different time indices together, yielding the following









x⋆(1, 1) x⋆(1, 2) · · · x⋆(1,M)





x⋆(N, 1) x⋆(N, 2) · · · x⋆(N,M)

 ,







i2πf⋆j q, 1 ≤ p ≤ N, 1 ≤ q ≤ M . The purpose of modal
analysis is to extract mode shapes ψ⋆j , j = 1, . . . , J , and frequencies f
⋆
j , j = 1, . . . , J , from
the data matrix X⋆.
As mentioned previously, it is desirable to reduce the consumption of energy in data
collection of wireless sensor networks as this will prolong the life of battery embedded in the
sensors and eventually will reduce the cost of maintaining a wireless sensor network. One
way to increase the battery lifecycle of wireless sensor networks is to sample less data while
still being able to gather enough information of vibration signals for estimating mode shapes
and natural frequencies. Note that the number of samples within the data matrix is MN
while the number of degrees of freedom in model (4.1) is proportional to JN . Therefore,
when J ≪ M (in practice, quite often, there are only a few dominant natural frequencies),
certain amounts of redundancy exist in the data matrix X⋆. This further suggests that
one could possibly compress the data matrix X⋆ significantly. In this chapter, we consider
both time and spatial compression schemes for reducing the number of measurements for
the estimation of mode shapes and frequencies.
4.1.1 Background
In this section, we show that model (4.1) represents a class of systems that often arises
in many real-world vibrational structures.
Consider a multiple-degree-of-freedom system that governs the motion of structures:
Mẍ⋆(t) +Cẋ⋆(t) +Kx⋆(t) = 0(t), (4.2)
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where the diagonal matrix M is an N × N mass matrix, C ∈ RN×N is the symmetric
damping matrix, and K ∈ RN×N represents the symmetric stiffness matrix. For notational
consistency, we have also denoted x⋆(t) ∈ RN×1 as the displacement signal. Also, for sim-
plicity, we have assumed that the system does not have external force, i.e., the right side
of equation (4.2) is 0(t). While damping is an important factor that cannot be ignored in
reality, in order to simplify the analysis, in the following, we assume an undamped system
and set C = 0. Thus, the multiple-degree-of-freedom system simplifies to
Mẍ⋆(t) +Kx⋆(t) = 0(t). (4.3)
It is shown that the solution to the above second-order differential equation is characterized











where ψ⋆j , j = 1, . . . , N , are the mode shapes and ρ
⋆
j , j = 1, . . . , N , are the amplitudes




. At first glance, the solution equation (4.4) to model
(4.3) is different from (4.1). In particular, there are two distinct differences. First of all,
the summation in (4.1) ranges from 1 to J instead of from 1 to N . Secondly, the complex
exponential term ei2πf
⋆
j t in (4.1) is replaced by sin(2πf ⋆j t+ θ
⋆
j ) in (4.4).
However, if we assume that only J frequencies are excited, there will be only J nonzero
terms appearing in model (4.1). Without loss of generality, in model (4.4), we assume that
ρ⋆J+1 = ρ
⋆












In addition, it can be shown that the analytical signal of x⋆(t) in (4.5) is exactly equivalent




Our contributions in this chapter are threefold. First of all, we show that the data
matrix X⋆ obeying model (4.1) enjoys an atomic decomposition, which can be found via
a computationally feasible atomic norm minimization. Based on this, we can extract the
mode shapes and frequencies from the atomic decomposition. Secondly, we apply a spatial
compression scheme to the data matrixX⋆ and show that exact recovery of mode shapes and
frequencies is still possible as long as the number of spatial measurements is proportional
to the number of degrees of freedom in X⋆, up to a polylogarithmic factor. Thirdly, we
investigate the possibility of applying a temporal compression scheme to the data matrix
X⋆ and show numerically that exact recovery of mode shapes and natural frequencies is
possible with a minimal number of temporal measurements.
4.1.3 Related work
Our work is mostly related to the work by J. Park et al [60]. In [60], the authors propose
to use an SVD approach for estimating the mode shapes and natural frequencies. Specifically,
they directly apply an SVD to the data matrixX⋆ and take the left singular vectors ofX⋆ as
the estimates of the mode shapes. Theoretical analysis is also carried out, showing that the
number of measurements is inversely proportional to the minimum separation condition of
an arbitrary pair of frequencies, a similar condition that we will use as well. However, their
approach has obvious drawbacks. It is well-known that the singular vectors in any SVD are
orthogonal with each other. However, in practice, the mode shapes are often not orthogonal
and can be highly correlated. When the mode shapes are not orthogonal, the SVD based
approach gives poor estimates of the mode shapes. In [60], a random temporal compression
scheme is also proposed to reduce the number of measurements and theoretical analysis is
carried out using techniques developed in the compressive sensing literature. Again, their
random temporal compression scheme is limited by the drawbacks of SVD based approaches.
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The main reason that SVD baed approaches are not the best candidates for modal analysis
is that they only take advantages of the fact that the data matrixX⋆ is low-rank and do not
exploit other rich structures that X⋆ obeys. In fact, certain additional structure occurs in
model (4.1) and the atomic norm minimization based approaches developed in this chapter
will take a full advantage of this particular structure.
4.2 Modal Analysis via an Atomic Norm Minimization
This section is outlined as follows. In Section 4.2.1, we show that the data matrix X⋆
admits an atomic decomposition, which enables us to extract mode shapes and frequencies.
Based on this, in Section 4.2.2, we propose a spatial compression scheme for the data matrix
X⋆, which is a direct application of the main theorem in Chapter 3. Finally, in Section
4.2.3, we show that it is also possible to deploy a temporal compression scheme for the data
matrix X⋆.
4.2.1 Modal analysis via an atomic decomposition




x⋆(1, 1) x⋆(1, 2) · · · x⋆(1,M)





x⋆(N, 1) x⋆(N, 2) · · · x⋆(N,M)

 ,







































































Note that we can interpret X⋆(p, q) as sensor p’s measurement at time index q. One can
imagine that N sensors are displaced on a structure and they measure vibrational signal
simultaneously at time indices t = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
Define the atomic set (see Section 3.2.1 in Chapter 3 for a detailed definition)
A =
{
ha(f)H : f ∈ [0, 1), ‖h‖2 = 1,h ∈ CN×1
}
with a(f) defined as
a(f) =
[





















From (4.6), we see clearly that X⋆ is essentially a linear combination of J atoms from the
atomic set A. Motivated by this observation, we propose to use the following program to




subject to X =X⋆,
(4.7)
where the atomic norm is defined as












We would like to give a few comments on investigating the atomic norm minimization pro-
gram (4.7):
• Given the data matrix X⋆ collected from N sensors, our aim in modal analysis is to








. As we will show
in a moment, if there is a unique solution to (4.7) (i.e., the unique atomic decomposition








exactly via a dual
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polynomial.
















which can be solved efficiently using off-the-shelf solvers.




subject to ‖Λ‖∗A ≤ 1,
(4.8)
where ‖ · ‖∗A is the dual norm of the atomic norm ‖ · ‖A. Let Λ̃ be a dual solution







by selecting out those f ’s such that ‖q(f)‖2 = 1.




are localized, we can plug those estimates




via a simple least squares.
• In general, it cannot be guaranteed that the decomposition obtained from solving (4.7)
coincides with that by (4.6). However, under certain conditions, solving (4.7) returns
the decomposition (4.6) exactly.
Denote ∆f = mini 6=j |f ⋆i −f ⋆j |, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}, which is understood as the wrap-around
distance on the unit circle. Then, we have the following theorem, which is first established
in [38].
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Theorem 4.6. [38] Assume that the data matrix X⋆ obeys the atomic decomposition by
(4.6). Then, solving the convex program (4.7) recovers the atomic decomposition exactly
provided that 1) ∆f ≥ 4M−1 ; 2) M ≥ 257.
Note that Theorem 4.6 is deterministic and requires a minimum separation between an
arbitrary pair of frequencies from the set {f ⋆1 , f ⋆2 , . . . , f ⋆J}. It can be clearly seen from the
theorem that the closer any pair of frequencies gets, the larger M (the more time-domain




. Finally, we note that program (4.7) is also called frequency estimation from multiple-
measurement vectors (MMV) in the signal processing community [37, 38].
4.2.2 Modal analysis from spatially compressed measurements
In this section, we apply a novel compression scheme to the data matrix X⋆, leading to






























































and each column of X⋆ is a collection of measurements from N sensors across the structure
at a given synchronized time index. Our strategy for the spatial compression scheme tries
to compress each column of the matrix with one measurement, which is a random weighted
sum of the entries of the column. Specifically, denoting the qth column of X⋆ as X⋆(:, q)11,
then the compressed measurement is given by
y(q) = bHq X
⋆(:, q), (4.9)
11We have used the Matlab notation X(:, q) to represent a column of the matrix X.
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where bq is a length-N sensing vector, which has some properties of randomness as we will
see later on. Note that we can rewrite (4.9) into




= 〈X⋆, bqeHq 〉,
(4.10)
where we have denoted eq, q = 1, . . . ,M , as the qth column of an M ×M identity matrix.
As explained before, our goal is to recover X⋆ with the number of measurements y(q) as
small as possible.
The sensing mechanism (4.10) appears to be the same as that in the blind non-stationary
super-resolution problem discussed in Chapter 3 (see equation (3.8) for a comparison). There-
fore, we can apply the atomic norm minimization program utilized in Chapter 3 to the modal





subject to y(q) = 〈X, bqeHq 〉, q = 1, · · · ,M.
(4.11)
Furthermore, we obtain a theoretical guarantee for the above program by borrowing Theorem
3.5 developed in Chapter 3 directly. In words, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Assume that the data matrix X⋆ is measured through a random spatial
compression scheme via (4.9). Let the random vectors bq be i.i.d. samples from an isotropic
and µ-incoherent distribution (More detailed has been developed in Chapter 3). Also, assume
that the normalized mode shapes
ψ⋆j
‖ψ⋆j‖2
are drawn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution on the
complex unit sphere and the minimum separation condition ∆f ≥ 4M−1 is met. Then there
exists a numerical constant C such that











is sufficient to guarantee that we can recover X⋆ via program (4.11) with probability at least
1− δ.
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Before moving on to the random temporal compression scheme, we would like to briefly
interpret Theorem 4.7 in the scope of modal analysis. The theoretical bound (4.12) informs
us how many spatial compressive measurements to take in order to be able to retrieve natural
frequencies and mode shapes exactly. When we deploy incoherent sensing vectors bq (i.e.,
when µ can be bounded by a constant), (4.12) simply says that as long as the number of
spatial measurements is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom in those mode
shape (i.e., JN), up to a polylogarithmic factor, it is sufficient for exact recovery. We
also would like to point out that the frequencies can be localized with the aid of the dual
polynomial and mode shapes can be estimated via least squares once the frequencies are
identified (details can be found in Section 3.2.2).
4.2.3 Modal analysis from temporally compressed measurements
In this section, we investigate the possibility of compressing the data matrix X⋆ with a
temporal compression scheme. In the spatial compression scheme, we get a sketch of X⋆ by
replacing each column in X⋆ with a numeric value. Similarly, we can obtain a sketch of X⋆
by compressing each row of X⋆ with a reduced number of measurements that fuse entries of
each row randomly, which is the random temporal compression scheme that we will present
in the following.
Assume that each row of X⋆ is measured as follows
yHp =X
⋆(p, :)Φp, p = 1, . . . , N. (4.13)
Unlike getting one compressed measurement per column in the random spatial compression
case, we cannot merely get one fused measurement per row for the temporal compression
scheme. Otherwise, we will only collectN measurements, which is much smaller than O(JN),
the number of degrees of freedom in the problem. Then, exact recovery of natural frequencies
and mode shapes is impossible. Therefore, for each row of X⋆, we right-multiply it with a
(random) M×m matrix and collect m measurements with m < M . The ratio m
M
reflects the
compression ratio for the temporal compression scheme. Depending on whether we use the
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same Φp or not for different rows ofX
⋆, we have the following two different sensing schemes:
1) The same sensing matrix across rows of X⋆
























































2) Different sensing matrices across rows of X⋆
In this case, we use Φp to represent the sensing matrix corresponding to the pth row of X
⋆.




subject to yp = Φ
H







































• We can interpret (4.15) as a joint recovery approach since program (4.15) recovers X⋆
at once instead of row by row.
• In contrast, one could also solve a series of the following SDP programs and recover








where p ranges from 1 to N . In other words, (4.16) recovers signals sensor by sensor
as each row of the data matrix X⋆ represents a signal measured by one sensor.
• We make numerical comparative studies between the joint recovery scheme (4.15) and
the separate recovery scheme (4.16).
4.3 Numerical Simulations
In this section, we perform numerical simulations to show the effectiveness of random spa-
tial and temporal compression schemes for modal analysis. For the sake of simplicity, we only
consider the temporal compression case; we skip the random spatial compression scheme as
we have already observed the numerical behavior in Chapter 3. To set up the experiment, we
set the number of uniform samples M = 80 and consider various compression ratios by vary-
ing M ′ from 3 to 30. The natural frequencies are chosen as {f ⋆1 = 0.10, f ⋆2 = 0.15, f ⋆3 = 0.50}.
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The corresponding mode shapes are constructed with i.i.d. Gaussian entries and are then
normalized to unit norm. We compare the performance of joint recovery (i.e., solving pro-
gram (4.15)) with separate recovery by solving (4.16) for each sensor. Note that for different
N , i.e., different number of sensors, we will have a different ground truth X⋆. We declare
the recovery a success if the normalized recovery error ‖X
⋆−X̃‖F
‖X⋆‖F < 10
−5, where X̃ is de-
noted as an estimate of X⋆. The performance is demonstrated in Figure 4.1. As we can see
from Figure 4.1 (a) and Figure 4.1 (b), the joint recovery scheme has considerably better
performance over the separate recovery approach across different values of M ′.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) Comparative study between joint recovery and separate recovery of X⋆.
(b) Comparative study between joint recovery and separate recovery of mode shapes (best
viewed in color).
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed a new computationally efficient framework for modal
analysis from measurement data in wireless sensor networks. First of all, we have showed that
the problem of estimating natural frequencies and mode shapes for modal analysis is essen-
tially an MMV problem, and thus can be solved efficiently via an atomic norm minimization.
Based on this fact, we have developed novel spatial and temporal compression schemes for
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modal analysis from compressed measurements. Numerical simulations on synthetic data
have also been conducted to support the effectiveness of our proposed approaches. Future
works include testing the proposed atomic norm minimization programs on real vibration




MATRIX COMPLETION FOR PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRICES
In this chapter12, we introduce a class of skew-symmetric matrices, the pairwise compari-
son matrices, that naturally arise in many domains. Then, we propose a new low-rank model
for pairwise comparison matrices that accommodates non-transitive pairwise comparisons.
Based on this model, we consider the regime where one has limited observations of a pairwise
comparison matrix. To infer the missing entries, we apply matrix completion techniques to
incomplete pairwise comparison matrices.
5.1 Introduction
Quantitative pairwise comparisons arise in a number of areas ranging from recommenda-
tion systems, economics, and psychology to competitions involving elections, sports, etc. For
example, in recommendation systems, pairwise comparisons can be formed by using avail-
able user movie ratings. A pairwise comparison matrix Y encodes all possible comparisons
between pairs of items in a set: for a set of N items, Y will have size N × N , and Y (i, j)
will denote the strength of the preference of item i over item j.
5.1.1 Motivation
In many applications, due to the increasingly large volume of data sets, pairwise com-
parison matrices often have some number of missing entries. Given the available pairwise
comparisons, inferring the missing entries of the matrix can be valuable for making better
decisions and recommendations.
Pairwise comparison matrices are also relevant to the rank aggregation problem, where
one seeks to rank a collection of items based on pairwise comparisons of the items. In [62], the
12This work is in collaboration with Prof. Mike Wakin [61].
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authors assume that each item i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , has an intrinsic value s(i) and describe a rank-
two model for the resulting pairwise comparison matrix. In their model, Y (i, j) takes the
value s(i)−s(j); this dictates that the full matrix Y has rank two. Given partial observations
of Y , they propose to fill in the missing entries of Y using nuclear norm minimization,
extract the intrinsic score vector s =
[
s(1) s(2) · · · s(N)
]T
∈ RN , and then rank the
items based on the values of the scores. However, there are inherent limitations to this
approach. For example, the rank-two model above is only meaningful when the pairwise
comparisons are transitive, i.e., when Y (i, j) + Y (j, k) + Y (k, i) = 0 for all i, j, k. In fact,
this transitive property requires the underlying pairwise comparison matrix Y to be rank-
two, to be skew-symmetric (i.e., to satisfy Y (i, j) = −Y (j, i) for all i, j), and to have the
form of Y (i, j) = s(i)− s(j) for some s ∈ RN [62].
However, social choice theory indicates that real-world data provided by human beings
is far more complicated and often exhibits non-transitive behavior [63]. For instance, while
people who like item A more than item B, and like item B more than item C, will generally
like item A more than item C, this is not always the case. The comparison of two items may
rely on multiple factors nonlinearly rather than simply on the difference of two individual
intrinsic values. For such scenarios, it is desirable to have a new model that maintains a low
complexity but has the ability to capture these complicated pairwise interactions and non-
transitive behavior. An efficient algorithm that can infer the missing pairwise comparisons
from available ones is also required. In these situations, where comparisons can rely on
multiple intrinsic (and typically hidden) factors and many of the pairwise comparisons are
non-transitive, one can also argue that it is more meaningful to focus on recovering the
pairwise comparison matrix Y itself rather than on recovering a scalar ranking of the items.
5.1.2 Contributions
In this chapter, we develop a new low-rank model for non-transitive pairwise comparison
matrices. Our model is based on the fact that any skew-symmetric matrix Y with rank at
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k − aksTk ,
for some vectors s1, s2, . . . , sr ∈ RN and a1,a2, . . . ,ar ∈ RN . Based on this model, we adopt
the alternating minimization algorithm [64] for low-rank matrix completion [2], allowing
reconstruction of missing pairwise comparisons.
5.2 Models for Pairwise Comparison Matrices
In this section, we present our model and discuss its connections with the transitive
pairwise comparisons and ranking.
5.2.1 A new model for pairwise comparison matrices
Our model for pairwise comparison matrices is based on the following observation. Sup-
pose that there are r latent factors on which pairwise comparisons among N items are based.
For each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, the comparison between item i and item j based on the kth factor is




sk(1) sk(2) · · · sk(N)
]T
∈ RN is a vector of values for the N items asso-
ciated with feature k, and ak =
[
ak(1) ak(2) · · · ak(N)
]T
∈ RN is a vector of weights
for the N items associated with feature k. (In many practical scenarios, sk and ak should
have nonnegative elements to make the factors interpretable.) The interactions of the “cross
terms” in the expression sk(i)ak(j)−sk(j)ak(i) allow ak(j) to inhibit sk(i) or ak(i) to inhibit
sk(j). For the final pairwise comparison between item i and item j, we sum the comparisons
based on the r factors:





This model has a simple expression in matrix form. Defining Y k := ska
T









k − aksTk . (5.1)
We give an example with r = 1, where non-transitive behavior occurs. The rank two skew-
symmetric matrix is constructed by the following factors:
s =
[




0.1 0.5 0.5 1
]T
Then, we have




0 −0.3590 −0.4732 −0.5827
0.3590 0 −0.5712 0.6764
0.4732 0.5712 0 1.8187
0.5827 −0.6764 −1.8187 0


From Y , we have the following:
• Y (1, 2) + Y (2, 3) = −0.9302 < −0.4732 = Y (1, 3)
• Y (1, 2) + Y (2, 4) = 0.3174 > −0.5827 = Y (1, 4)
• Y (1, 3) + Y (3, 4) = 1.3455 > −0.5827 = Y (1, 4)
• Y (2, 3) + Y (3, 4) = 1.2475 > 0.6764 = Y (2, 4)
We can see that Y (1, 2) + Y (2, 4) is positive while Y (1, 4) is negative, implying that
a certain type of non-transitivity happens. This is also the case for Y (1, 3) + Y (3, 4) and
Y (1, 4). This toy example implies that the proposed model (5.1) can capture non-transitive
behavior.
Our proposed model also has a number of possible applications in practical scenarios.
Consider an example involving competitions between football teams. Suppose s1 ∈ RN rep-
resents the strength of each team’s offense (with high numbers being better), and suppose
a1 ∈ RN represents the strength of each team’s defense (with low numbers being better).
Then s1(i)a1(j) could be a reasonable model for the number of points that team i is ex-
pected to score against team j, s1(j)a1(i) could model the number of points that team j is
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expected to score against team i, and the difference s1(i)a1(j)− s1(j)a1(i) could model the
expected margin of victory (or loss, if negative) of team i over team j. The incorporation of
additional offensive factors s2, . . . , sr and defensive factors a2, . . . ,ar could model the use
of different player configurations, special teams (field goals and kickoffs), etc. Such models
could be useful for modeling other scenarios where comparisons involve multiple features and
interactions where features are inhibited or accentuated.
By inspection, one can deduce that the matrix Y defined in (5.1) is skew-symmetric
and has rank at most 2r. In fact, the property of skew-symmetry is intimately related to
decompositions of the form appearing in (5.1). This is formalized in Lemma 5.15.
Lemma 5.15. [65] Any skew-symmetric matrix A ∈ RN×N with rank at most 2r can




k − ykxTk for some vectors x1,x2, . . . ,xr ∈ RN and
y1,y2, . . . ,yr ∈ RN .
Furthermore, any skew-symmetric matrix A has the following decomposition.
Lemma 5.16. [62] Suppose that A = −AT is an N ×N real skew-symmetric matrix with














where X is an orthonormal matrix that depends on A, and T is a 2r × 2r block diagonal
matrix determined by λ1, λ2, . . . , λr. SinceA is a real skew-symmetric matrix, the eigenvalues
of A are purely imaginary and are given by ±iλ1,±iλ2, . . . ,±iλr, where i is the imaginary
unit.
5.2.2 Connection to the transitive rank-two skew-symmetric model
Let e ∈ RN denote the vector with all entries equal to 1. We note that when all ak = e




k=1 sk. In this case, our model reduces to the rank-two skew-symmetric case studied
in [62]. In the following, we build a connection between transitivity and ranking, showing
that transitivity is necessary and sufficient for obtaining a consistent ranking.
Theorem 5.8. The skew-symmetric matrix Y ∈ RN×N is transitive, i.e., for an arbitrary
triple (i, j, k), Y (i, j) + Y (j, k) = Y (i, k), if and only if Y is of the form Y = seT − esT
for some score vector s.
Proof. Observe that when Y = seT − esT , it is trivial to show that for an arbitrary triple
(i, j, k), Y (i, j) + Y (j, k) = Y (i, k) always holds. So, we only show the other direction,
i.e., when Y (i, j) + Y (j, k) = Y (i, k) for an arbitrary triple, Y must be of the form Y =
seT − esT . The proof can be accomplished by mathematical induction. To begin with, let
us only consider three items i, j, k.
Step one: Show the 3× 3 matrix formed by comparisons among items i, j, k can be written
as Y = seT − esT for some s. Assume that Y (i, j) = s(i)− s(j) and Y (j, k) = s(j)− s(k)
for some s(i), s(j), and s(k). This is possible because given the values of Y (i, j) and Y (j, k),
we can always initialize a triple s(i), s(j), and s(k). Since Y (i, k) = Y (i, j) + Y (j, k), we
have
Y (i, k) = s(i)− s(j) + s(j)− s(k) = s(i)− s(k).






Step two: Let ℓ be a new item that comes in the comparison. Suppose that we can find an
s(ℓ) such that Y (i, ℓ) = s(i)− s(ℓ). As Y (ℓ, j) = Y (ℓ, i) + Y (i, j), we have
Y (ℓ, j) = −(s(i)− s(ℓ)) + s(i)− s(j)
= s(ℓ)− s(j).
Next, we can decide the value of Y (ℓ, k) using transitivity
Y (ℓ, k) = Y (ℓ, j) + Y (j, k)
= s(ℓ)− s(j) + s(j)− s(k)
= s(ℓ)− s(k).
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Therefore, we conclude that Y = seT − esT for s =
[
s(i) s(j) s(k) s(ℓ)
]T
.
Step three: we incorporate one more item sequentially until N items and show that, in each
step, the enlarged skew-symmetric matrix can always be written into the form of seT − esT
for some score vector s.
This completes the proof.
By introducing more degrees of freedom (via the ak) into the model, inhibitions and non-
transitive behavior can be captured. In fact, this model allows for non-transitive matrices
Y even in the case where r = 1 (by choosing a1 6= e). Therefore, our model generalizes the
rank-two skew-symmetric case [62] both by allowing for non-transitivity and by allowing for
higher rank.
The combinatorial Hodge theory developed in [63] allows us to quantify the degree of
non-transitivity expressed in our model.
Lemma 5.17. [63] Given an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix Y , denote
R(s) = ‖Y − (seT − esT )‖F
as the Frobenius norm of the difference between Y and a transitive rank-two skew-symmetric





is given by ŝ = 1
n
Y e.
The proof of the lemma above is quite straightforward and can be found in [66].
To appreciate the implications of Lemma 5.17, consider a scenario where many triples
(i, j, k) satisfy |Y (i, j) + Y (j, k) + Y (k, i)| > γ with γ being a positive number. In this
case, Y is a pairwise comparison matrix with many non-transitive comparisons. In such a
case, we might suspect that it is not appropriate to look for a score vector s that provides a
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ranking consistent with the pairwise comparisons. In [63], the degree of non-transitivity in
Y is characterized by the residual R(ŝ) of the least squares problem (5.2). Hence, examining
R(ŝ) can reveal whether a score vector exists that will provide a consistent ranking. If R(ŝ) is
small, the pairwise comparison matrix Y is less non-transitive and the extracted score vector
ŝ is plausible. In the extreme case where R(ŝ) = 0, the extracted score vector ŝ perfectly
accounts for the pairwise comparisons, in that Y (i, j) = ŝ(i) − ŝ(j). On the other hand, if
‖R(ŝ)‖F is large, Y exhibits a high degree of non-transitivity, no score vector s exists that
accurately explains the pairwise comparisons, and the transitive rank-two skew-symmetric
model is not appropriate. Furthermore, we can quantify the amount of non-transitivity in
the model using a metric discussed in [63]. The following theorem gives an upper bound for
the non-transitive residual when r = 1 (the rank-two skew-symmetric case).
Theorem 5.9. Given a rank-two skew-symmetric matrix Y = s1a
T
1 −a1sT1 , denote R(s) =
‖Y − (seT − esT )‖F as the residual between Y and a transitive rank-two skew-symmetric








where P⊥[s1 e] is the projection orthogonal to span([s1 e]).
Proof. Recall that the non-transitive residual is defined as
R(s̃) = ‖s1aT1 − a1sT1 − (s̃eT − es̃T )‖F . (5.3)
Denote ŝ as the optimal vector for minimizing R(s̃). According to Lemma 5.17, the optimal










Denote U = span ([s1, e]) and PU ,P⊥U as the orthogonal projection and orthogonal comple-
ment onto U . Then, we have
a1 = PUa1 + P⊥Ua1
= (αs1 + βe) + P⊥Ua1
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αs1 + βe+ P⊥Ua1
)T −
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This completes the proof.






is small, the residual R(ŝ) will be
small.
Theorem 5.9 characterizes the non-transitive residual for the rank-two case (r = 1). The
following theorem generalizes the argument to the more general rank-2r case.




i − aisTi be a rank-2r skew-symmetric matrix. Denote
R(s) = ‖Y − (seT − esT )‖F as the residual between Y and a transitive rank-two skew-










where P⊥[si e] is the projection orthogonal to span([si e]).
For simplicity, we omit the proof of Theorem 5.10 as it can be easily adapted from the
rank-two case.
5.3 Pairwise Comparison Matrix Completion
In this section, we propose two algorithms for pairwise comparison matrix completion
based on alternating minimization. Both algorithms explicitly use the idea of matrix fac-
torization techniques for efficient optimization. Numerical simulations are carried out to
support the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Empirically, it is shown that pairwise
comparison matrix completion is possible with a minimal number of observations.
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Algorithm 1 Alternating Minimization for Pairwise Comparison Matrix Completion
input: partial pairwise comparison matrix PΩ(Y ), number of latent factors r
initialize: U 0: the top 2r left singular vectors of 1
p
PΩ(Y ), where p is the ratio between
the number of measurements and N2
while: stopping criterion not met do
solve: V k+1 = argmin
V ∈RN×2r
||PΩ(Y −U kV T )||2F





output: Û = U k, V̂ = V k
5.3.1 Alternating minimization
In many applications, pairwise comparison matrices may be known only partially. In
order to infer the missing entries, we consider an approach involving alternating minimiza-
tion [64]. Alternating minimization emerged as a useful tool for matrix completion during
the Netflix Prize competition. However, only recently has it been shown that alternating
minimization can have global convergence as long as certain conditions (e.g., a satisfactory
initialization, a sufficient number of measurements, an incoherence condition) are met. Our
aim is to solve
min
U ,V
||PΩ(Y −UV T )||2F , (5.5)
where Ω is the observed index set, PΩ zeros out all entries of a matrix outside Ω, and Y is
the true pairwise comparison matrix. Under the assumption that Y obeys the model (5.1)
(and thus has rank at most 2r), we consider U ∈ RN×2r and V ∈ RN×2r. The alternat-
ing minimization algorithm for solving (5.5) is shown in Algorithm 1; see also [64]. The
completed pairwise comparison matrix can be calculated via Ŷ = Û V̂
T
.
To guarantee the performance of Algorithm 1, we need to know the coherence of skew-
symmetric matrices Y arising in our model (5.1). The coherence of a subspace U with








where PU denotes the orthogonal projection onto U and ei is a vector of all zeros with a
single 1 in position i. Suppose that Y has rank 2r exactly. Then [s1, s2, . . . , sr,a1,a2, . . . ,ar]
must be linearly independent. Therefore, according to Lemma 5.16, there exists a matrix
X = [s̃1, s̃2, . . . , s̃r, ã1, ã2, . . . , ãr] with orthonormal columns such that Y = XTX
T , and
this X can be obtained by taking the SVD of Y . The coherence µ of an arbitrary matrix
is given by the maximum of the coherences of its row and column spaces; therefore, in our
model X has the same coherence as the column spans of both UY and V Y . That is, UY
and V Y have coherence µ iff X has coherence µ. Based on [64], we provide a theoretical
guarantee for the case r = 1; this extends a result appearing in [62].
Theorem 5.11. Suppose that Y = λ1s1a
T
1 − λ1a1sT1 for some orthonormal vectors s1 and
a1 with the matrix [s1,a1] having coherence µ. Suppose that we sample m = O(µN log
2 N)
observations of Y uniformly at random. Then Algorithm 1 converges geometrically to the
true Y with high probability.13
To accommodate the skew-symmetric nature of pairwise comparison matrices, we also
propose a skew-symmetric variant of the alternating minimization algorithm:
minimizeP ,Q∈RN×r ‖PΩ(Y − (PQT −QP T ))‖2F . (5.7)
Note that (5.7) can also be solved in an alternating fashion; note also that P and Q each
have only r columns.
5.3.2 Numerical simulations
We provide simulations on synthetic data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the two
proposed alternating minimization algorithms. We set N = 100 and consider the cases r = 1
and r = 2. We generate elements of sk and ak uniformly at random between 0 and 1. Then,
we construct the pairwise comparison matrix according to (5.1). We reconstruct Y from
various numbers of random observations. For each trial, we declare success if the recon-
13Technically, for this theorem to hold one must partition the observation set Ω and use a unique set of
measurements during each iteration of Algorithm 1. See [64] for further details.
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struction relative error is less than 10−3. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the reconstruction
performance of the alternating minimization algorithms and the singular value projection
(SVP) algorithm for r = 1 (rank 2) and r = 2 (rank 4), respectively. SVP is a matrix com-
pletion algorithm first proposed in [67] and adopted in [62] for pairwise comparison matrix
completion. We note that theoretical guarantees do not exist for the performance of SVP.

































Figure 5.1: Recovery performance for r = 1. We generate elements of s1 ∈ R100×1 and a1 ∈
R
100×1 uniformly at random between 0 and 1. Then, we construct the pairwise comparison
matrix according to (5.1) and reconstruct Y from various numbers of random observations.
For each trial, we declare success if the relative reconstruction error is less than 10−3.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have developed a new low-rank model for pairwise comparison ma-
trices. The proposed model generalized the simple rank-two transitive pairwise comparison
matrices to non-transitive ones. Thus, it allows to capture inherent non-transitive behav-
ior appeared in many real-world pairwise comparison datasets. Furthermore, we considered
the scenario where only partial observations of the pairwise comparison are available and
applied matrix completion techniques to infer the missing entries of the matrix. Fast alter-
nating minimization algorithms are proposed to solve the problem and the performance of
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Figure 5.2: Recovery performance for r = 2. We generate elements of s1, s2 ∈ R100×1 and
a1,a2 ∈ R100×1 uniformly at random between 0 and 1.
the algorithms is validated on simulated synthetic datasets. Future works include testing
our proposed model in real-world datasets, and providing a theoretical guarantee for the
alternating minimization algorithm that preserves skew-symmetry.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOVERING POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE MATRICES FROM QUADRATIC
MEASUREMENTS
Many problems across different disciplines of engineering and science can be formulated
as the recovery of a low-rank positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix from a set of linear mea-
surements. Examples include phase retrieval in physical sciences, covariance estimation in
statistics and data science, and quantum state tomography in computational physics. In this
chapter14, we consider the problem of the low-rank PSD matrix recovery from a set of struc-
tured linear measurements, the rank-one PSD measurements. We show that this problem
can be reformulated as a flexible second-order cone program (SOCP) via a symmetric low-
rank matrix factorization and an anchor matrix. We construct a valid anchor matrix from
measurement data and sensing vectors. Theoretical insights for exact recovery of symmetric
factors of the PSD matrix are carried out and numerical simulations are also conducted to
support the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
6.1 Introduction
Consider the problem of estimating a rank-r positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix X⋆ ∈
R
N×N from a set of quadratic measurements15
y(i) = aTi X





are sensing vectors. This problem arises in a range of applications across
different disciplines of engineering and science. To motivate the problem, we list two stylized
applications.
High dimensional covariance matrix recovery from sketches
14This ongoing work is in collaboration with Prof. Mike Wakin, and the manuscript is under preparation.
15For simplicity, in this chapter we only consider the real-valued scenario; the complex-valued case can be
extended in a straightforward way.
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Covariance matrices are most important and frequently encountered matrices in statistics
and data science [68], and they are naturally positive semidefinite. Due to the curse of
dimensionality in this big data era, estimating PSD covariance matrices is becoming a com-
putationally expensive challenge. In many applications, however, the effective dimension of
the PSD matrices is often much smaller than the ambient dimension of the matrices as the
PSD matrices are usually low-rank. Therefore, equation (6.1) could be a handy design to
obtain the sensing measurements ofX⋆ as each sample y(i) is simply a scalar [69, 70]. Then,
the covariance matrix estimation problem becomes the inference of the low-rank PSD matrix
X⋆ from quadratic measurements y(i).
Phase retrieval
Phase retrieval refers to the process of inverting the phase of a signal x⋆ from intensity only
measurements
y(i) = |aTi x⋆|2. (6.2)
It is a long-standing daunting inverse problem in physical sciences such as X-ray crystal-
lography due to the nonlinearity involved in the measurement process [50, 71]. It is known
that this nonlinear problem can be lifted to a linear inverse problem in a higher dimensional
space [50, 72]. Specifically, with some mathematical manipulations, we can write




Then, equation (6.3) becomes a special case of (6.1) with X⋆ = x⋆x⋆T , a rank-one PSD








This implies that each y(i) is a linear measurement of X⋆ using the rank-one PSD sensing
matrix aia
T
i . Once we get an estimate of X
⋆ from the measurements y(i), we obtain an
estimate of x⋆ via a simple matrix factorization, up to an inherent global phase ambiguity.
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6.1.1 Related work
In recent years, many optimization-based works have been proposed in the research com-
munity to tackle the inverse problem (6.1). We review some of the works that are closely
related to ours. Recent works in the literature can roughly be summarized into two cate-
gories: SDP-based convex relaxations and non-convex optimization algorithms.
In [50, 72], an SDP relaxation based approach is developed in the rank-one case for phase




subject to 〈X,aiaTi 〉 = y(i) i = 1, . . . ,M,
X  0.
(6.5)
It is shown that M = O(N logN) quadratic random Gaussian measurements suffice for exact
recovery of the N ×N matrix X⋆ with high probability. Furthermore, a feasibility program
is also proposed in the literature [73] and it is shown that, with high probability, solving
find X
subject to 〈X,aiaTi 〉 = y(i) i = 1, . . . ,M,
X  0.
(6.6)
is sufficient to recover X⋆ exactly with O(N) random Gaussian measurements [74], which
is also the information-theoretic lower bound. This rank-one phase retrieval problem is
further extended to rank-r case, allowing for the recovery of a low-rank PSD matrix from
a minimal number of quadratic measurements [69, 70]. In particular, given a rank-r PSD
matrix X⋆ = U ⋆U ⋆T , one can also deploy (6.5) directly for recovery and it is shown that
with a random Gaussian measurement scheme, O(rN) is sufficient for exact recovery. In
addition, robust variants of program (6.5) are also proposed to deal with random Gaussian
noise and arbitrary outliers in phase retrieval and low-rank PSD matrix recovery problems
[75, 76].
While the SDP-based approaches are elegant and provide sample complexity that is
proportional to the information-theoretical lower bound when the sensing vectors are random
Gaussian, solving programs like (6.5) involves doing iterations over N × N matrices when
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SDP-based numerical solvers are invoked. Thus, program (6.5) is limited to small-scale
problems and is not efficient for real-world problems, such as high dimensional images, where
N itself can be very large. This motivates the research for solving (6.1) in the factored domain
directly, i.e., searching for x⋆ in the rank-one case and U ⋆ in the rank-r case. In [50, 77],







(y(i)− |aTi x|2)2 (6.7)
with a carefully chosen initialization and then via a gradient descent starting from the
initialization. It is shown that even with a non-convex objective, O(N) random Gaussian
measurements are sufficient for exact recovery, up to a ploylogarithmic factor. Again, this
rank-one non-convex scheme is extended to the rank-r case nontrivially, allowing for the
recovery of a low-rank PSD matrix via a two-step non-convex optimization [78, 79]. Later
on, it is shown [80] that (6.7) enjoys a benign geometry; the landscape of the object function
in (6.7) does not involve any spurious local minima and all of the saddle points are ridable16.
Therefore, careful initialization is not needed and gradient descent with random initialization
is sufficient for converging to a global minimum with high probability [80, 81].
Recently, there is another line of research on using convex optimization for recovering the
factor x⋆ directly in phase retrieval [82, 83]. It solves an efficient linear program provided
that there is an anchor vector x0 that is sufficiently positively correlated with the ground
truth x⋆. It is also shown that O(N) random Gaussian measurements are sufficient for exact
recovery, up to a polylogarithmic factor. Simplified analysis and a robust version of this
simple approach are also proposed in the literature [84, 85]. We would like to note that this
work is most closely related to our work presented in this chapter.




The main contribution of this chapter is the design of new efficient convex optimization
algorithms for low-rank PSD matrix recovery using symmetric factors induced by a matrix
factorization. We show that the factors of the low-rank PSD matrix can be recovered from
quadratic measurements by solving a second-order cone program with a low computational
complexity. The key to the success of the proposed method is the design of an anchor
matrix that is positively correlated with the ground truth and the optimization objective
that maximizes the correlation between the symmetric factor variable and the chosen anchor
matrix. We show that such an anchor matrix can be constructed from measurement data and
sensing vectors. Theoretical insights on conditions for exact recovery of the PSD matrices
are also developed.
6.2 An SOCP Approach
Motivated by the seminal paper [82], we extend the PSD low-rank matrix recovery using
an anchor vector from the rank-one case for phase retrieval to the general rank-r case.
To begin with, our algorithm exploits the fact that any rank-r PSD matrix X⋆ admits a
symmetric low-rank matrix factorization
X⋆ = U ⋆U ⋆T ,
where U ⋆ ∈ RN×r is a low-rank factor of X⋆. Note that such a factorization is not unique
and a global ambiguity exists. In particular, for any given r × r orthonormal matrix O,
U ⋆O is also a low-rank factor of X⋆ as X⋆ = U ⋆OOTU ⋆T = U ⋆U ⋆T . Now, assume that we
have an initial estimate of U ⋆, denoted as U 0, which is positively correlated with U
⋆, i.e.,




subject to aTi UU
Tai ≤ y(i) i = 1, . . . ,M.
(6.8)
17Note that we can only recover U⋆, up to a r × r rotational ambiguity.
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subject to ‖UTai‖2 ≤
√
y(i) i = 1, . . . ,M.
(6.9)
The optimization program (6.9) is a convex program, in particular, a second-order cone
program with the cone constraints of dimension r + 1. The cone constraints in (6.9) can be











 0, i = 1, . . . ,M.
(6.10)
Therefore, off-the-self solvers such as CVX [51] can be used to solve (6.10) efficiently. Note
that the PSD matrices in the constraints above are of size (r + 1)× (r + 1), which is much
smaller than that of N ×N in the lifting-based SDP approaches. Therefore, program (6.10)
is more computationally friendly compared to program (6.5).
6.3 Analysis
In this section, we provide strategies for obtaining a valid anchor matrix U 0 from mea-
surements y(i) and propose conditions under which solving (6.9) returns U ⋆ exactly, up to
a rotational ambiguity. The proposed anchor matrix U 0 is related to the initial estimate of
U ⋆ in the non-convex optimization literature.
6.3.1 Anchor matrix
In this section, we propose a method to obtain an anchor matrix that is positively cor-
related with the ground truth U ⋆, i.e., 〈U 0,U ⋆〉 > 0. Consider the following matrix formed









From the construction, we see that I0 is a PSD matrix. Our construction of the anchor


























is an eigen-decomposition of I0 with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0. We construct U 0 as
U 0 =
[





λ1 − λr+1 √
λ2 − λr+1
. . . √
λr − λr+1





Note that this construction is first established in [79] and it is used as an initialization for a
two-stage non-convex scheme for the recovery of the low-rank PSD matrix. When {ai} are
random vectors with i.i.d. Gaussian entries, we have the following theorem characterizing
the relationship between U 0 and U
⋆.
Lemma 6.18. [79] Assume that the number of samples M satisfiesM ≥ Cβλ−4r ‖U ⋆‖8F r2N log2 N ,






with probability at least 1− 3e−βrN − 7
M2
. The term d(U 0) in (6.13) is defined as
d(U 0) = min
O∈O(r)
‖U ⋆O −U 0‖2F (6.14)
with O(r) the set of all r × r orthonormal matrices.
We use the initialization U 0 above for the design of the anchor matrix. Note that the
sample complexity for obtaining such a anchor matrix is O(r2N log2 N) when the Frobenius
norm of the matrix is bounded. Based on (6.13), it is not hard to show that U 0 is positively
correlated with U ⋆.
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6.3.2 Unique recovery condition
Assume that an anchor matrix U 0 that satisfies the condition 〈U 0,U ⋆〉 > 0 is already
given. We would like to derive conditions under which solving the computationally efficient
SOCP program (6.10) recovers U ⋆ exactly. Our analysis strategy follows from the recent
work [84] and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.12. A sufficient condition for perfect recovery of U ⋆ using (6.10) (up to a global
rotation) is
〈U ⋆O∆T +∆OTU ⋆T ,aiaTi 〉 ≤ 0, ⇒ 〈U 0,∆〉 < 0,
where ∆ ∈ RN×r is an arbitrary matrix and O ∈ O(r).
Proof. Assume that Ũ is a solution to program (6.10), which is different from U ⋆ within
a rotational ambiguity. Let us denote ∆ = Ũ − U ⋆O, where O is defined such that the
distance metric (6.14) is minimized. Due to the optimality of Ũ , it must hold that
〈U 0, Ũ〉 ≥ 〈U 0,U ⋆O〉,
which is equivalent to 〈U 0,∆〉 ≥ 0. On the other hand, since Ũ is a feasible solution, we
have, for i = 1, . . . ,M , ‖aTi Ũ‖22 ≤ y(i). Furthermore,
‖aTi (U ⋆O +∆)‖22 = aTi (U ⋆O +∆)(U ⋆O +∆)Tai
= aTi U

























Tai must be nonpositive













TU ⋆Tai + ‖aTi ∆‖22.





TU ⋆Tai < −‖aTi ∆‖22.






TU ⋆Tai < 0, ⇒ 〈U 0,∆〉 < 0.
6.3.3 Conjecture
So far, we only showed a sufficient condition under which U ⋆ is the unique solution
to (6.10), up to a rotational ambiguity. Further theoretical investigation remains to be
done. An interesting direction is to characterize the sample complexity, i.e., the number of
samples M , such that Theorem 6.12 holds and exact recovery, up to a rotational ambiguity,
is guaranteed. We conjecture that, given a valid anchor matrix U 0 with 〈U 0,U ⋆〉 > 0, when
the sensing vectors {ai} are populated with random vectors with i.i.d. Gaussian entries, and
the number of quadratic measurements is on the order of O(r2N) up to a polylogarithmic
factor, U ⋆O is the unique solution to (6.10) for some orthonormal matrix O.
6.4 Simulations
We conduct simulations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SOCP. We solve all
instances of program (6.10) using CVX. In the first experiment, we would like to study the
reconstruction performance and phase transition of the proposed method. To do this, we
set N = 50, r = 2, and construct U ⋆ with zero mean and unit variance random Gaussian
entries. Then, the rank-r PSD matrix X⋆ is constructed as X⋆ = U ⋆U ⋆T . Note that in this
experiment, the number of degrees of freedom in the PSD matrix X⋆ is roughly equal to
Nr = 100. Each quadratic measurement y(i) is constructed using random sensing vectors
{ai} with zero mean and unit variance Gaussian entries. The number of measurements M
ranges from 100 to 1200. The anchor matrix U 0 is constructed according to (6.12) and
the reconstruction is performed by solving (6.10). We run 20 trials for each value of M and
compute the relative recovery errors ‖ŨŨ
T−U⋆U⋆T ‖F
‖U⋆U⋆T ‖F
. Figure 6.1 shows the median (among 20
trials) of the relative recovery errors for different oversampling ratios M
Nr
. From Figure 6.1,
we can see clearly that when the sampling ratio is larger than 4, the median of the relative
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construction errors drops significantly. Figure 6.2 shows the percentage of the successful
recovery among 20 trials as the sampling ratio M
N
changes. For each trial, we declare success
if the relative reconstruction Frobenius norm error ‖ŨŨ
T−U⋆U⋆T ‖F
‖U⋆U⋆T ‖F
is less than 10−4. From
Figure 6.2, we observe that when the oversampling ratio is larger than 7, every trial leads to
a successful recovery.
Figure 6.1: Empirical relative recovery error ‖ŨŨ
T−U⋆U⋆T ‖F
‖U⋆U⋆T ‖F
by solving the second-order cone
program (6.10) with different sampling ratios M
Nr
when N = 50, r = 2.
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Figure 6.2: Success probability of solving the second-order cone program (6.10) with different
oversampling ratios M
Nr




Throughout this dissertation, we have developed new theories and algorithms for struc-
tured low-rank matrix recovery from linear measurements. Many future research questions
remain and are worth further exploration.
First of all, for all of the three instances of structured low-rank matrix recovery prob-
lems presented in this dissertation, we only consider scenarios where the measurements are
noiseless, an ideal setting which does not hold in practice. Therefore, additional efforts are
needed to address the issues where the measurements are contaminated with various types
of noise. For example, the measurements may often be contaminated with Gaussian noise.
Furthermore, in many applications, some measurements can be completely faulty and data
can be severely distorted, a type of corruption known as outliers. Convex programs have
been shown to be robust to outliers in many related problems in the literature. We would like
to develop new convex programs that provide robust guarantees in the presence of outliers
as well.
More broadly, this dissertation centers around capturing low-dimensional models (low-
rank models, in particular) for regularizing highly ill-posed inverse problems and solving the
corresponding problems using optimization methods. We would like to expand the research
further under this central theme. One interesting direction would be to find new inverse
problems in physical and data sciences where low-rank models occur and play a vital role.
For example, in subspace clustering, the low-rank model arises as data points within the
same subspace obey a low-rank model. This low-rank structure has been used for low-rank
representation within subspaces, and subsequently, for subspace clustering. However, one
open question remains, which is subspace clustering with missing data, where each high
dimensional data point is only observed partially. Therefore, new theories and algorithmic
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frameworks are needed to address the missing data challenges in subspace clustering. We plan
to exploit the idea of low-rank representation for subspace clustering further and extend it to
the missing data regime with proper reformulations of available convex programs. Subspace
clustering is just one example, where structured low-rankness can potentially be exploited.
We believe that structured low-rankness can be found in many other inverse problems in
engineering beyond the ones presented in this dissertation.
Another interesting research direction is the development of new efficient algorithmic
frameworks that are scalable to problems with large-scale datasets. While convex programs
are easy to be optimized to the global minimum and provide robustness to perturbations,
they are not efficient for large-scale problems. Recent advances in non-convex optimization
show promising directions by harnessing low-rank matrix factorizations to derive non-convex
schemes for global optimization in the factored domain. We would like to pursue this line
of research further and propose non-convex optimization schemes for structured low-rank
matrix recovery in many inverse problems across engineering and science.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1
The proof strategy follows quite straightforwardly from that in Proposition II.4 of [12].
First of all, any dual vector λ satisfying (3.12) and (3.13) in Proposition 3.1 is dual feasible.
To see this, note that




























the extremal points of the atomic unit ball {X : ‖X‖A ≤ 1}. Furthermore, for any λ that











































where the fifth line follows from (3.12) in Proposition 3.1, and the last line follows from the




This implies that any λ satisfying (3.12) also satisfies 〈λ,y〉R = ‖Xo‖A. Zero duality gap
means that λ is dual optimal and Xo is primal optimal.
Finally, condition (3.13) ensures that Xo is the unique optimal solution. To see this,
suppose that there exists another optimal solution X̃ =
∑
j c̃jh̃ja(τ̃j)












































Thus, Xo is the unique optimal solution of the atomic norm minimization (3.9) if conditions


































PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2
We need the following supporting lemmas.
Lemma B.19. For arbitrary two matrices A and B, the non-zero singular values of their
Kronecker product A⊗B are σi(A)σj(B), where σi(A) and σj(B) are the non-zero singular
values of A and B, respectively. In particular, we have
‖A⊗B‖ = ‖A‖ ‖B‖ .
Lemma B.20. [29] Suppose ∆τ ≥ 1M . Then D
′ is invertible and




According to Lemma B.19, we have








As a consequence, we have







PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6
We use the matrix Bernstein inequality for proving Lemma 3.6.
Lemma C.21. [87] (Matrix Bernstein: Rectangular Case) Consider a finite sequence {Xk}
of independent, random matrices with dimension d1 × d2. Assume that each random matrix
satisfies


































, t ≤ σ2/R




, t ≥ σ2/R.
First of all, we can write








































are independent random matrices with zero mean due to the
isotropy properties of bn. Thus, we can apply the matrix Bernstein inequality for bounding
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‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖. Before establishing this, we need to compute the quantities R and σ2 in






∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4, when M ≥ 2,
and






















































| ≤ 4 and ‖A⊗B‖ = ‖A‖ ‖B‖ for arbitrary two matrices A and B. The fourth
line follows from the fact that ‖E(n)‖22 ≤ 14J and ‖A−B‖ ≤ max {‖A‖ , ‖B‖} for two
positive semidefinite matrices A and B. The fifth line uses the assumption that µK ≥ 1.

























































where the second line follows from the fact that ‖gM(n)‖∞ ≤ 1 and | −i2πn√|K′′
M
(0)|
| ≤ 4, the third
line uses the fact that ‖bn‖22 bnbHn  µKbnbHn , µK ≥ 1 and that EbnbHn = IK due to the
incoherence property (3.15) and isotropy property (3.14), and the last inequality uses the
fact that ‖E(n)‖22 ≤ 14J when M ≥ 4.






Y ℓn‖ ≥ ε2
}





In order to make this failure probability less than δ2, we require
log
(





which leads to the following bound on M ,
















Y ℓn‖ ≥ ε2, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}
≤ 4δ2,







. This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7
In Lemma 3.6, we showed that for ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3, ‖V ℓ(τ)− EV ℓ(τ)‖ ≤ ε2 with probability








. Conditioned on the events E1,ε1 with
ε1 ∈ (0, 14 ] and
⋂
τd∈ΩGrid
{‖V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd)‖ ≤ ε2, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3}
we have
∥∥∥(V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd))H L
∥∥∥ ≤ ‖V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd)‖ ‖L‖







where the second line uses the fact that L is a submatrix of D−1, and the third and fourth
lines follow from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.2, respectively.





∥∥∥(V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd))H L
∥∥∥ ≥ 4ε2, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3
}







PROOF OF LEMMA 3.9
We need the following lemma in the proof of Lemma 3.9.
Lemma E.22. Assume that hj ∈ CK are i.i.d. random samples on the complex unit sphere
CS






Proof. Denote Σ = Ehjh
H
j . By unitary invariance, we have EUhj (Uhj)
H = Σ, which
implies that UΣUH = Σ for any unitary matrix U . This indicates that Σ is diagonal.
Furthermore, if U is a permutation matrix, UΣUH permutes the diagonal entries of Σ. This
shows that the diagonal entries of Σ have equal values. Lastly, trace(Σ) = Etrace(hjh
H
j ) =
1. Thus, we have Σ = 1
K
IK .
For any τd ∈ ΩGrid, define
Q := (V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd))HL
=
[
Q1 Q2 . . . QJ
]
,





∥∥∥(V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd))H L













Note that EZj = 0K×1 due to the randomness assumption of hj. Before applying the




∥∥∥, we need to upper bound the operator
norm ‖Zj‖ and compute the variance term appearing in the expression of matrix Bernstein












where the third line uses the fact that Qj is a submatrix of Q.
Next, conditioned on the event E3 (note that event E3 includes event E1,ε1∈(0, 14 ] and E2,ε2),














































where the third line follows by exchanging the order of the trace operation and expectation,









∥∥2 ‖V ℓ(τd)− EV ℓ(τd)‖2F






where the first line follows from the fact that ‖AB‖2F ≤ ‖A‖
2 ‖B‖2F for arbitrary two
matrices A and B, the second line follows from the fact that L is a submatrix of D−1 and
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.2.































, ε4 ≤ σ2/R


































, ε4 ≤ σ2/R








, ε4 ≥ σ2/R.
According to Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, for the second term |ΩGrid|4δ2 ≤ δ, it is sufficient to have


























) , ε4 ≥ σ2/R.
Equivalently, when ε4 ≤ σ2/R, one has





















When ε4 ≥ σ2/R, one has






































, absorbing all of the constants into one and applying the union bound for





























for some constant C.
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for some numerical constant C, where the inequality above follows from Lemma IV.9 of
[12]. The key to being able to obtain such a bound of order O(K) is because {τj} are well




decreases rapidly if properly ordered.
Then, conditioned on the event E1,ε1 with ε1 ∈ (0, 14 ], we have









≤ (2 · 1.5682ε1)2CK
=: CKε21
for some redefined numerical constant C. The first line above uses the inequality ‖AB‖2F ≤
‖A‖2 ‖B‖2F , and the second line above follows from the fact that L−L′⊗IK is a submatrix
of D−1 − ED−1 and from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.2.
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APPENDIX G
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.11
To begin with, for any τd ∈ ΩGrid, define
Q̃ := [EV ℓ(τd)]
H (L−L′ ⊗ IK)
=
[
Q̃1 Q̃2 . . . Q̃J
]
,
where each block Q̃j is a K ×K matrix. Then, we have
Iℓ2(τd) = [EV ℓ(τd)]













using the matrix Bernstein inequality. First of all, we have







≤ ‖L−L′ ⊗ IK‖ ‖EV ℓ(τd)‖















































































































where the third line follows by exchanging the trace operation and expectation, the fourth
line uses Lemma E.22, and the fifth line follows from Lemma 3.10.































, ε5 ≤ σ2/R




, ε5 ≥ σ2/R.





















, ε5 ≤ σ2/R








, ε5 ≥ σ2/R.








for the same constant C that appears in the variance bound above.




































with a redefined numerical constant C.








for the same constant C shown in the bound of
∥∥∥Z̃j
∥∥∥.

































for a redefined numerical constant C.
Combining the two different cases above and applying the union bound with respect to
ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3 complete the proof.
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APPENDIX H
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.12
Denote the pth column of V ℓ(τ) as V ℓ(τ ; p), whose ℓ2 norm can be bounded as follows:






























for some constant C, where we have used the fact that |bn(p)| ≤
√
µ in the first inequality
and the fact that ‖E(n)‖22 ≤ 14J when M ≥ 4 in the second inequality.









∣∣V ℓ(τ ; p)HLh
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for some constant C.



































KM |τa − τb|















≤ CµJKM |τa − τb|
≤ CM2|τa − τb|,
where the second line follows when M ≥ µJK. We choose ΩGrid such that for any τ ∈ [0, 1),




Using such a choice of ΩGrid and conditioned on the event E1,ε1 with ε1 ∈ (0, 14 ] and event




















































≤ CM2|τ − τd|+
ε
3
+ CM2|τ − τd|
≤ ε, ∀ τ ∈ [0, 1)
where the first inequality follows from the triangle inequality, the second inequality follows





















with a redefined numerical constant C. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.12.
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APPENDIX I
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR LEMMA 3.14
First of all, we record some useful results from the proof of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4
in [29].
Assume that ∆τ ≥ 1M ,M ≥ 64. Then, we have
0.9539 ≤ K(τ) ≤ 1, τ ∈ [−τb,1, τb,1],
−13.572M2 ≤ K ′′(τ) ≤ −11.692M2, τ ∈ [−τb,1, τb,1],
∑
τj∈D
|K ′(τ − τj)| ≤ 1.2722M, τ ∈ [−τb,1, τb,1],
∑
τj∈D
|K ′′′(τ − τj)| ≤ 194.0560M3, τ ∈ [−τb,1, τb,1],
∑
τj∈D\0
|K(τ − τj)| ≤ 6.279× 10−3, τ ∈ Ωnear \ [−τb,1, τb,1],
∑
τj∈D\0





KM(τ − τj)αj +
J∑
j=1
K ′M(τ − τj)βj.
It was shown in [38] that















K(τ − τj)αj +
∑
τj∈D






|K(τ − τj)|+ βmax
∑
τj∈D
|K ′(τ − τj)|









K ′(τ − τj)αj +
∑
τj∈D






|K ′(τ − τj)|+ βmax|K ′′(τ)|+ βmax
∑
τj∈D\0
|K ′′(τ − τj)|
≤ 1.008824× (1.2722M) + 1.647× 10
−2
M






K ′′(τ − τj)αj +
∑
τj∈D
K ′′′(τ − τj)βj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ αmax|K ′′(τ)|+ αmax
∑
τj∈D\0
|K ′′(τ − τj)|+ βmax
∑
τj∈D
|K ′′′(τ − τj)|










K ′′(τ − τj)αj +
∑
τj∈D








K(τ − τj)αj +
∑
τj∈D
K ′(τ − τj)βj

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Now we upper bound each term:
















K ′(τ − τj)βj ≤ αmaxβmax|K ′′(τ)|
∑
τj∈D
|K ′(τ − τj)|















|K ′′(τ − τj)| ‖q(τ)‖2


















Combining the above upper bounds, we have
(q′′(τ))Hq(τ) ≤ (−10.9570 + 0.0867 + 0.2869 + 4.4109 + 3.3115)M2
= −2.8610M2.
Consequently, we have
‖q′(τ)‖22 + Re(q′′(τ))Hq(τ) ≤ (1.5765M)2 − 2.8610M2
= −0.3756M2.
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